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Abstract OpenStreetMap (OSM) is currently the most extensive and widely-used example ofVolunteered Geographical Information (VGI) available on the Internet. The aim of the OSMproject is to provide a free and openly accessible spatial database. The data is provided by volunteers, who collect and contribute it to the OSM database using a variety of techniques and methods. OSM data is then most commonly used and accessed via a user-friendly web-based map on www.openstreetmap.org. The spatial data corresponding to any OSM mapped area  can  be  exported  in  a  special  XML  based  format,  namely OSM-XML.  This  provides  a convenient and dedicated transport format which matches the OSM databases' model. Using these OSM-XML files one should be able to extract information about contribution patterns and tagging summaries for the data. However, the simplicity of OSM-XML is also potentially its greatest disadvantage. Processing OSM-XML data files efficiently can be problematic given that mapped areas can produce complex, large files. 
In  this  thesis  we  present  the  design  and  implementation  of  a  new  Java-based  software application  called  the  OpenStreetMap  Contributor  Analysis  Tool  (OSM-CAT)  for  computing contribution summaries  from OSM-XML.  OSM-CAT allows users  to  process  OSM-XML data efficiently, and automatically produces a detailed summary of the contents of the dataset. This  analysis places specific emphasis on 'interesting' statistics,  such as  who  contributed to the OSM data in a chosen area,  what  types of contributions were made to the OSM data,  when these contributions were made, and the accuracy of map feature tagging. While similar tools  exist  that  do  some  of  these  tasks,  OSM-CAT  provides  GIS  researchers  and  interested individuals with a complete and integrated overview of contributions to OSM, corresponding to the input OSM-XML datasets. We present a full analysis of OSM-CAT on a large set of OSM-XML datasets,  and discuss its usefulness to the OSM community and beyond. We close the thesis with some conclusions, and set out a number of issues for consideration as future work.  A comprehensive appendix is provided with additional information for those wishing to use OSM-CAT. 
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1. IntroductionThe phenomenon of Volunteered Geographic Information (VGI) [1] is the result of a number of developments. In particular, the availability of affordable, compact, Global Positioning Systems (GPS), and the growth of rich web applications, known collectively as Web 2.0, have resulted in this  new  kind  of  geographic  spatial  information.  Where  previously  the  collection  and processing of spatial data were tasks performed strictly by professionals, these developments gave rise to a new community of 'amateur' spatial data producers, who could independently, and often quite accurately, perform the same tasks. These Citizen Scientists1 have introduced a new kind of sensor network and with it the idea of humans as sensors [1].
The result of this democratization of Geographic Information Systems (GIS) is a whole range of  projects  which  use  this  crowdsourcing  [2] of  geographic  spatial  data  in  clever  and innovative  ways.  The OpenStreetMap (OSM)  [3] is  probably the  most  extensive,  and most widely used example of such a project. OSM allows people to use, and contribute to, spatial  data stored in its databases. Real world geographical data is uploaded into the OSM and stored  as  Nodes (points),  Ways (polylines2),  and  Relations.  These geometric primitives can then be richly annotated with tags, allowing complex relationships to be expressed. The collection of spatial  data  for  any  specified  mapped  area  can  be  exported  and  downloaded  in  an  OSM specific,  XML3 [4] format,  namely  OSM-XML  [5].  Processing  and  analysing  this  data  can produce useful and important information for both researchers and anyone with an interest in spatial data. Current relevant research papers [6] [7] [8] demonstrate this usefulness, where other forms of  VGI are used to great effect in various applications. Of particular interest is information relating to the contributors of OSM's spatial data in a chosen area, such as:
• Who contributed to the OSM data in the chosen area
• When these contributions were made
• What contributions were made
• How much contributed information is valid/acceptable
• How were the contributions made
1     A popular term for  communities of citizens who act as observers in some domain of science.2     A polyline, or polygonal chain, is a connected series of line segments.3 The Extensible Markup Language (XML) is  discussed in section 2.11
However, processing OSM-XML files of arbitrary size to obtain contributor related information can be problematic using conventional XML processors. For example, the OSM-XML file size for even a relatively small geographic region such as Paris,France4[9] is already over 70 MB, and  growing  with  each  new  contribution.  Such  large  file  sizes  usually  result  in  lengthy processing times, which may be off-putting to potential analysts. Also, a file of this size might  contain a vast amount of complex spatial data. Developing an application to analyse such data would most likely require substantial effort.  In our research of OSM-XML data analysis, we found that, currently, there is no application which provides a comprehensive overview of the quality of OSM-XML data, and the contributions/contributors. This is surprising, considering the  current  interest  in  OSM  data  among  GIS  researchers  [1] [8] [10] [7] [11],  and  the widespread use of OpenStreetMap [12] by the general public.
To perform detailed analysis, we will design and implement the  OpenStreetMap  Contributor  
Analysis  Tool (OSM-CAT), a lightweight, efficient, software application, to efficiently process arbitrarily sized OSM-XML files. OSM-CAT will place particular emphasis on smaller regions of  an OSM map – towns, city suburbs, electoral districts - producing useful contributor related data, patterns and summaries. OSM-CAT will allow researches, and indeed general OSM users, to view detailed contributor information for any mapped area. This project will produce an application  which  not  only  efficiently  processes  OSM-XML  data,  producing  correct,  valid analysis data, but also one which can be easily used and understood by GIS researchers, OSM enthusiasts,  and  the  general  public.  It  will  abstract  the  details  of  OSM-XML  from  users, allowing them to produce detailed analysis of OSM data, without the need for an in-depth understanding of OSM-XML's structure.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we provide background into the  problems of processing arbitrarily sized, complex OSM-XML files, and propose our solution to these problems. We also examine related work and look at existing software artefacts which can be used in our solution. Section 3 details the design of our solution, and our software's implementation is detailed in Section 4. Section 5 describes the experimental analysis of our work.  Finally,  Section  6  provides  a  critical  analysis,  presents  our  conclusions,  and  makes suggestions for future work.
4 A n OSM-XML file representing the 3 Km squared centre of Paris was used.2
2. Background & ProposalIn this section we provide all the background information required to understand why we propose a software application to compute contribution summaries from OSM-XML extracts.  We first present the OSM-XML file format. We describe conventional approaches that exist to process  arbitrarily  sized  XML  files,  and  analyse  the  problems  which  exist  with  such approaches. We also illustrate related work, both literature-based related work, and related software already available that can be used to process and analyse OSM spatial data. Then, we present  our  proposal,  and  describe  why we  propose  our  contributor  analysis  application. Finally, a brief description of the technologies and tools used in the OSM-CAT project will be provided.
2.1 The OpenStreetMap XML Format (OSM-XML)The Extensible Markup Language (XML) is a WC3 endorsed standard for document mark-up. This standard defines a set of rules for encoding documents in a machine-readable form, and provides a format for documents that is flexible enough to be used across a variety of domains, such as web-sites, vector graphics, and in the case of OSM, spatial data. Essentially, XML uses structured tags to form a hierarchy of elements. It is a particularly useful format, as the data  represented  in  XML  files  can  be  processed  and  manipulated  by  a  range  of  programming languages such as Java, C, Python and Perl. Indeed, Many Application Programming Interfaces (APIs) have been developed that process XML data, and several XML schema systems exist to aid in the definition of XML-based languages. An XML schema describes the structure of an XML document.
Programming languages, such as those mentioned above, traditionally use an XML parser to read, process, and manipulate a markup language such as XML. Parsing, or syntactic analysis, is the process of analysing a text to determine its structure. Specifically, a parser is responsible for dividing a document into individual elements, attributes, and other parts. By doing so, a  parser converts an XML document into a internal representation of the XML data. How this parsing is done, and the output of this parsing, depends on the type of parser used.
There are two basic ways in which programming languages interact with XML – the Simple API for XML (SAX) [13], and the Document Object Model (DOM) [14].  The SAX API is used to 
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process XML by reading a file one small piece at a time. For each element that it finds, SAX  calls a method. In this way, SAX models the parser. The DOM API is used to process XML by reading  the  entire  document  at  once,  and  creating  an  internal  representation  of  all  the  contained data.  Rather than modelling the parser,  DOM models the whole XML document. These two vastly different approaches to XML processing have major implications on the time required to process an arbitrarily sized XML document. In the following section, we discuss these implications in greater detail.
As previously mentioned, spatial data from any OSM mapped area can be downloaded and saved in a number of  different formats.  One of  these formats is  the OSM-XML  [5] format. 
Figure 2.1 presents a shortened example of a complete OSM-XML file. 
This  OSM-XML format follows its  own particular schema system. When the OSM database receives a request for OSM-XML data, each response is wrapped in an  <osm> element. This wrapping <osm> element is returned in the form of an OSM-XML file, the structure of which is  as follows:
• An <osm> element, containing the API version, and the generator (tool) used
• A block of Nodes - Each Node has the form <node>...</node>
• A block of Ways - Each Way has the form <way>...</way>
• References to the Way's Nodes
• A block of Relations - Each Relation has the form<relation>...</relation>
• References to the Relation's members
4
Figure 2.1: Standard OSM-XML file format (partial example shown)
This structure is shown in Figure 2.1. We see that an OSM-XML file contains a list of OSM data primitive instances–  Nodes,  Ways and  Relations [15]. Nodes define a single  geospatial point using a latitude and longitude value. They are used to define standalone point features, which can then be used to define the path of a Way. A Way is an ordered list of between 2 and 2,000 Nodes. Multiple Ways can be used to represent extensive features, and closed Ways (Polygons) represent areas. A Relation is used to group data primitives – either Nodes, Ways, or other Relations  –  in  an  element  which  should  have  a  value,  or  Tag,  associated  with  it.  These primitives represent OSM spatial  data,  and graphical maps are rendered directly from this  data.
Associated  with  each primitive  element  in  an  OSM-XML file  is  a  user  attribute and  a  uid attribute. These are shown in Figure 2.1. A user indicates the OSM user name of the volunteer who contributed the VGI to OSM. The uid represents the user's unique OSM id. As OSM is made possible entirely by volunteer contributions, users of our proposed OSM-CAT software will be particularly interested in information,  patterns and statistics pertaining to these volunteer contributors.
2.2 Problem AnalysisOSM is a widely used [12], collaborative project, which aims to provide a free, user-created, map  of  the  world.  OSM  users  volunteer  spatial  information,  which  is  added  to  the  OSM database. This data is not only used by OSM to create free 2D maps, but is freely available, and can be accessed and used by anyone. Consequently, issues such as data integrity, quality, and validity are of great importance. Such issues continue to be central topics among both OSM users and OSM researchers  [16] [11] [10]. To investigate such issues, OSM data needs to be analysed. However, analysis of OSM data, and OSM-XML data in particular, is not trivial, and efficient analysis applications are required. 
OSM maps generally encompass a substantial amount of information. The efficient processing of arbitrarily-sized OSM-XML files is intrinsically hard to perform, due to both the possible  large  sizes  of  the  files  being  processed,  and  to  the  variety  and  complexity  of  the  data represented  in  these  files.  The  enormous  wealth  of  OSM  spatial  information  that  can  be contained within even the smallest of maps, dictates that representing even relatively small areas such as villages and towns can produce large OSM-XML files. We catalogue the problems  
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associated with OSM-XML file processing, which we discovered through our research of OSM-XML files.
2.2.1 File Sizes & Processing TimesTo investigate the problems associated with processing arbitrarily sized OSM-XML files  [17] [18], we selected four diverse European cities. Using the longitude and latitude coordinates for these four cities, taken from each city's Wikipedia website, we downloaded the OSM-XML file  for  a  1  Km squared  grid,  based  on the  centroid5 coordinates  of  each city.  Specifically,  we selected Debrecen, Hungary  [19], with a population of 208,016, and a file size of 115.8 KB, Dublin, Ireland [20], with a population of 525,383, and a file size of 1.0 MB, Munich, Germany [21], with a population of 1,353,186, and a file size of 3.5 MB, and finally Paris, France [22], with a population of 2,211,297, and a file size of 8.8 MB. 
We then performed experimental analysis on the selected OSM-XML files. We first created two simple Java OSM-XML parsers – one using SAX, the other using DOM. Using the SAX and DOM parsers  we  performed  basic  parsing  tasks  such  as  extracting  and  displaying  all  the  OSM contributor names and Ids associated with each OSM primitive represented in the four OSM-XML files. The results of our analysis6 are shown in Figure 2.2.
As we can see from the results, the time taken to process an OSM-XML file can vary greatly  depending on the file size and the parsing API used. As shown in Figure 2.2, the increase in time taken for the SAX-based parser is extremely small in relation to the increase in file size,  
5 In geometry, the centroid coordinates of a two-dimensional shape is the intersection of all straight  lines that divide the shape into two parts of equal moment about the line.6 All experimental analysis referenced in this paper is performed using  a single desktop machine running a quad core Intel i5 2.67GHz processor with 6GB of RAM. 6
Figure 2.2: SAX & DOM OSM-XML parsing comparison
while for the DOM-based parser, the increase in time taken is quite substantial in relation to the increase in file size. Processing times using the DOM parser greatly increase as the file size  grows.  This  of  course  would  suggest  that  SAX  is  the  more  suitable  parsing  API  for  our proposed analysis application. 
2.2.2 Complexity of OSM-XML Data Examining the four OSM-XML files from Section 2.2.1, we find that representing even relatively small  areas requires a complex mixture of data types and values.  For the purposes of our study, we will define a method to express the complexity of OSM-XML files. In our opinion, an OSM-XML file's complexity is determined by its contents, or composition, and so we call this measure of complexity the File Composition Measure (FCM). By defining our FCM, we will have a metric which allows us to quickly assess the complexity of any OSM-XML file.  Also,  this  metric will be used in the assessment of our data analysis application. It must be noted that  our definition of  what constitutes complexity is not definitive, given that the measure of an OSM-XML file's complexity may be open to subjective interpretation.  However,  we feel our decision to define our FCM is justified, keeping in mind that we know of no existing metrics for measuring OSM-XML file complexity, and that previous known works have not attempted to define such a metric. We define our OSM-XML File Composition Measure below.
When an OSM-XML file is requested for a specific mapped area, an XML file containing all the current OSM spatial data is returned. This data consists of the OSM primitives – Nodes (N), Ways (W),  and Relations (R),  which together define the mapped area.  Examining the OSM database statistics  [23], we find that the overall OSM database primitive count is divided as follows; N – 1,333,555,856, W – 121,595,611, R – 1,256,916. Therefore, out of a total primitive  count of 1,456,408,383, the percentage of each primitive type is; N – 91.6%, W - 8.3%, R –  0.1%.  We  note  that  the  percentage  of  Relations  (R)  is  particularly  small.  As  described  in Section 2.1, Relations are logical groupings of OSM primitives. As such, they are generally not  directly imported into databases and GIS systems [24]. With this in mind, and the fact that the percentage of Relations in the OSM database is so negligible – 0.1%, we decide not to include Relations in the definition of our FCM.
To define our FCM, a fixed ceiling (upper) value is used and the complexity of an OSM-XML file is expressed against it. Taking the four 1 Km square grid OSM-XML files we selected in Section 
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2.2.1, we find that Paris,France is the largest (8.8 MB), and therefore contains the most data. Using our simple SAX parser from Section 2.2.1, we find that the Paris file contains 36,198 Nodes (N) and 4,470 Ways (W). Therefore, we take N_c = 37,000 and W_c = 5,000 as being the ceiling value for the number of N and W that a 1 Km square grid can contain. We increase N_c  and W_c slightly to account for potential additional Nodes and Ways. This is referred to as  
Normalisation [25]. Then, to measure the FCM of the Paris file, we calculate N/N_c = 0.9783 and W/W_c = 0.8940, and add them together. This gives the Paris OSM-XML file an  FCM of 1.8723. Because Paris is the largest of the four selected files, none of the other files will ever get an  FCM larger than 2.0. The lowest value of  FCM is 0 – but this is impossible as there would be no data. Now we have our FCM value, which is constrained within the range FCM = [0,2.0].
With our method for calculating the  FCM of OSM-XML files defined, we re-examine the four OSM-XML files from Section 2.2.1. These four files represent four diverse cities, in terms of  both population, and location. Having already calculated the FCM of Paris, we calculate the FCM of the three remaining cities. The FCM of each city is shown in Table 2.1.File Size File  Composition Measure (FCM)Debrecen, Hungary 115.8 KB 0.0357Dublin, Ireland 1.0 MB 0.2672Munich, Germany 3.5 MB 0.8931Paris, France 8.8 MB 1.8723
Table 2.1: File Composition Measure of 1 Km square grid OSM-XML files for selected citiesIn our opinion, the results show that even a small selection of OSM-XML files, representing areas of just 1 Km squared, can produce a wide range of FCMs. The FCMs shown above vary greatly, considering our FCM is constrained within the bounds [0,2.0]. Thus, we need to ensure that our data analysis application is capable of efficiently processing OSM-XML files of varying, arbitrary FCMs.
We have discussed two problems associated with OSM-XML file processing – file size and file  complexity. Also, we have defined a metric for quantifying the complexity of OSM-XML files – our File Composition Measure. Our FCM is further expanded in Section 5.1, where it is used in the analysis of our work. In the following section, we examine related work.
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2.3 Related WorkIn this section we provide an overview of related work. We have divided related work into literature-based related work, and software-based related work. Software-based related work refers to relevant software tools, which may not have peer-reviewed literature related to them.
2.3.1 Literature-based Related WorkOSM data processing, and analysis of VGI, is an active research topic  [10] [16] [7] [11] [8]. Numerous mature and experimental ideas have been proposed in recent years to use VGI in innovative and exciting ways. There is also great interest in the information that is volunteered to OSM, with questions being asked about the integrity and quality of the OSM dataset. We intend to design and implement an application which will  enable anybody to process and analyse  OSM VGI.  Although we are more concerned with the software which will  provide analysis capabilities, as opposed to the implications and usage of the information produced by the  analysis, it is important to examine related work. By doing so, we demonstrate the great need for, and usefulness of, an OSM data analysis application. 
Quality assessment of the OSM dataset is an important topic, as it has implications on how the  data should be interpreted, and where it should be used. Girres and Touya [10] examine the quality  of  the  French  OSM  dataset.  They  analyse  the  dataset  using  a  selection  of  quality metrics  such  as  geometric  accuracy,  attribute  accuracy,  and  semantic  accuracy.  To  assess spatial data they sample various areas in France, based on the types of spatial data available in  each area,  such as mountains,  plains,  roads,  buildings etc.  Some quality elements are also assessed with respect to the entire French OSM dataset. They conclude that their assessment “reveals the key role of specifications to ensure quality”,  as errors arise due to lack of,  or inconsistent, specifications.
Flanagin  and Metzger  [16] examine VGI  with regard to its  “quality,  reliability,  and overall value”. They analyse the credibility of VGI, and suggest that credibility is inherently difficult to measure  with  this  method  of  information  gathering.  They  conclude  that  while  VGI  has  a profound, and possibly positive impact on geospatial knowledge, of critical importance are “issues of information and source credibility, and their relation to the production and use of  VGI”.
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Mooney and Corcoran  [7] investigate the annotating, or tagging, of spatial objects from the OSM databases.  They analyse 25,000 heavily  edited objects  from the databases of  Ireland, United Kingdom, Germany and Austria. They present the idea that exhaustive tagging is time-consuming and labour intensive, but also important for the quality of the VGI. Overall, they conclude that “there are issues in how contributors tag and annotate spatial features in OSM”,  and that these issues need to be addressed “before OSM can be considered for use in serious geomatics7 applications”. 
Moreover, Mooney, Corcoran et al.  [11] investigate OSM data to develop measures of quality for OSM which operate in an unsupervised manner. They provide results of analysis of OSM data from several cities. They find that cities and towns lend themselves to data gathering, while rural areas require greater effort. In conclusion, they state that “the GIS community will  require strong evidence of the quality of OSM data”, and finally, that “OSM specific metrics are required”.
M.Over  et  al.  [8] investigate  the  generation  of  3D  models  based  on  the  free  spatial  data available  from  the  OSM  dataset.  In  particular,  they  review  the  suitability  and  quality  of available data. With respect to the quality of OSM data, they find that although anyone can upload map data to the OSM, “due to the large number of editors, errors and conflicts are usually quickly resolved”. They also state that OSM has “probably the most up-to-date map data”,  when  compared  to  other  map  providers'  data.  However,  they  conclude  that  the suitability  of  OSM  data  must  be  further  investigated,  “due  to  the  pronounced  regional differences in the quality of the dataset”. 
2.3.2 Software-based Related WorkOSM mapping  projects  [26] are  ongoing  in  most  parts  of  the  world,  with  many  of  these projects involving the creation of new computer software to process, analyse, and manipulate  OSM data. Of particular interest are a number of tools currently available which provide some analysis of OpenStreetMap contribution-related information. We discuss four of these tools in this  section.  Although most  of  these  tools  don't  directly  process  OSM-XML data,  with  the exception of Osmosis, they are of interest due to the information produced by their analysis of OSM data. Information regarding these and other OSM statistical related tools can be found on 
7 Geomatics is the discipline of gathering, storing, processing, and delivering geographic data.10
the OpenStreetMap statistics page [12].
AltogetherLost [27] provides  a  graphical  interface  to  statistics  generated  about  the  global OpenStreetMap database, and provides some information on OSM contributors, such as the number of members who are the last modifiers of at least one OSM primitive in the previous day. Figure 2.3 shows a statistical chart generated by AltogetherLost. 
Although the statistical information generated by the tool is useful, we feel that users could greatly benefit from an application which provided statistical information of greater detail.
OSMFight [28] is  an  innovative,  web-based  tool  which  performs  a  rough  quantitative comparison of two users' contributions. Two OSM users' names are entered and results are returned showing which user won each of the 'fight rounds'. Figure 2.4 shows the result of a 'fight' between two OSM users, calculated using the entertaining OSMFight tool.
However, as unique and innovative as OSMFight is, in our opinion the OSM contributor related  
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Figure 2.4: OSMFight results
Figure 2.3: AltogetherLost generated chart
information being processed could be used to provide statistical data of greater significance.
How did you contribute to OpenStreetMap (HDYC) [29] is a web-based tool where we can find information about OpenStreetMap contributors. For example, we can see the first/last Node the contributor edited and the total amount of created Nodes, Ways, and Relations. Figure 2.5 shows the results of a user search using HDYC.
HDYC provides useful contributor related statistics. However, again, in our opinion, the data produced  by the  tool  could  be  more  detailed.  Indeed,  the  data  being  processed  could  be  utilised to provide statistics of greater use.
Osmosis [30] is a command line application for processing OSM-XML data. It is written in Java,  open-source and freely available. It is of particular interest as it directly processes OSM-XML files, just as our application will do. Osmosis consists of a series of small components that can be used together to perform a larger operation. It can be used for such tasks as comparing two OSM-XML files, and extracting data from an area or a polygon. Figure 2.6 shows the Osmosis command  for  dividing  an  area  into  four  'quadrants',  based  on  latitude  and  longitude coordinates.
Osmosis does provide useful information, but, as can be seen from  Figure 2.6,  it  not only requires that the user be familiar with geographic data, but also that the user is comfortable  
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Figure 2.6: Osmosis command line usage 
Figure 2.5:  How did you Contribute results for the OSM user 'peterm7'
and proficient with command line usage. Initial use of the tool requires a substantial learning curve, which may be off-putting to new users. We will seek to avoid such required knowledge and steep learning curves.
We have analysed the problems associated with processing OSM-XML files,  and presented both literature-based and software-based related work. In the following section, we present our proposal for a OSM-XML data analysis application.
2.4 Our ProposalInvestigation of the OSM dataset has major advantages for both VGI and GIS, particularly:
• Crowdsourcing, which involves using a large number of people to perform tasks, is a relatively  new  and  valuable  source  of  VGI.  Volunteers  make  OSM  possible,  and therefore  the  credibility  of  the  VGI  is  extremely  important.  For  OSM  to  be  taken seriously, and indeed for the VGI to be used in other applications, it is necessary that investigations  are  carried  out  into  the  contributions  of  VGI.  By  analysing  the contributors  of  the  data,  we  can  better  understand  who  contributes,  how  they contribute, and how much they contribute.
• Implementation  of  the  findings  of  investigations  regarding  the  quality  of  the  VGI submitted to OSM should lead to an increase in quality. By examining the OSM dataset,  we can gain a greater understanding of what factors influence the quality of VGI. In particular, analysing what annotations contributors use when tagging, and the validity of annotations, should lead to an improvement in the tagging specifications.
• A key component of spatial data is a geographic primitive. In OSM data, three primitive types  are  used  -  Nodes,  Ways  and  Relations.  Analysing  what  exactly  is  involved  in mapping a particular area, such as the quantity of each primitive, will afford a deeper understanding of not only that area, but also of the features which are most mapped by contributors, or which they consider most important. Also, investigating the validity of important spatial elements such as polygons will contribute to our understanding of quality and validity issues surrounding VGI.
However, in our opinion, the advantages stated above, which result from the analysis of OSM data, are not so easily achievable with the tools currently available. Indeed, as we have shown  in Section 2.3.2, the tools currently available do not provide enough useful statistical data. To 
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truly utilise existing OSM data, and further encourage the contribution of valuable, credible VGI,  we have to ensure that  powerful  analysis  applications are available which enable the general public to gain a deep understanding of what, when, and how they are mapping. Only  by providing such a data analysis application can users take full  advantage of the detailed information provided by OSM-XML files.
It is with these considerations in mind, that we propose the design and implementation of a  software  application  to  compute  contribution  summaries  from  OSM-XML.  We  call  our application  the  OpenStreetMap  Contributor  Analysis  Tool  (OSM-CAT).  We  propose  this application with two central goals. Specifically, we will produce an application which:
1. Efficiently  processes  arbitrarily-sized,  and  arbitrarily-complex  OSM-XML  files, producing correct, valid analysis data. 2. Completely abstracts the details of OSM-XML data from the user, and presents them with a detailed, useful analysis of many aspects of OSM in the given mapped area.
Additionally, it must be noted that by efficient processing, we mean processing which both effectively handles  any unexpected circumstances  (e.g.  corrupt  source  data,  invalid  source values etc.), and which requires only a reasonable amount of time. Also, as files larger than 100 MB are probably best dealt with using a database, OSM-CAT will limit analysis to files sizes no larger than 100 MB. Indeed, we will design our application to perform processing and analysis  without  the  use  of  a  database.  In  our  opinion,  this  is  a  vital  design  goal,  as  a requirement for a database may discourage use of our application.
We believe that our proposed application will encourage investigation and analysis of OSM data,  helping to achieve the VGI and GIS related advantages discussed at the beginning of  Section 2.4.  To make our  proposal  more concrete,  in Section 2.5 we present  the software libraries and frameworks that will be used in our project.
2.5 Software Libraries & Frameworks UsedIn this section, we will give a brief description of the software libraries and frameworks which will be used in the implementation of our contributor analysis application.
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2.5.1 JFreeChart
JFreeChart [31] is a Java chart library which allows developers to produce professional charts.  It uses a flexible design, making it easy to extend, and it supports many output types, such as Java  swing  components,  image  files,  and  vector  graphics  file  formats.  JFreeChart  is  open-source and is distributed under the GNU Lesser General Public License (LGPL), which permits its use in most applications. Most importantly, its use is fully permitted in our open-source software.
2.5.2 iText
iText [32] is  a  Java  PDF  library  which  allows  developers  to  create  and  manipulate  PDF documents. Using iText, developers can perform such PDF related tasks as generating dynamic documents, and manipulating document contents. iText is an open-source software project,  and  is  distributed  under  the  GNU Affero  General  Public  License  (AGPL).  Importantly,  this means that it is suitable for use in our software application.
2.5.3 Java HTML GeneratorThe Java HTML Generator [33] is a HTML generator package for Java which allows developers to manipulate complex, nested HTML tags easily. Using this package, developers can quickly and dynamically create HTML files, for display in a web browser. It is fully open source and is distributed under the GNU General Public  License (GPL),  making it  suitable for use in our open-source software.
2.5.4 Java OpenStreetMap Editor (JOSM)
JOSM [34] is an editor for OSM data, written in Java. It is open-source software, and its source code is freely available. Code reuse is an important aspect of software engineering, and we aim to reuse code originally developed for JOSM. This will not only be good software engineering practice, but as JOSM is a well known and respected tool, it will also encourage acceptance of our software by the OSM and GIS developer community.
2.5.5 Java Topology Suite (JTS)The Java Topology Suite (JTS) [35] is a Java library of 2D spatial predicates and functions, that provides a model for linear geometry, together with a set of geometric functions. Developed by VividSolutions, its aim is to provide a complete implementation of 2D spatial algorithms. It is 
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open-source, and is published under the GNU Lesser General Public License (LGPL). Being a well  regarded  Java  library  amongst  the  GIS  community,  its  use  will  encourage  the  GIS community to use our application, and trust the underlying implementation.
In this  section,  we  provided  the  background  information required  to  understand why we propose a contributor analysis application, and we presented the proposal of our application.In Section 2.1, we discussed traditional XML processing, and in Section 2.2, we examined the  various problems associated with processing arbitrarily-sized, arbitrarily-complex OSM-XML files. In Section 2.3, we presented related work, both literature-based, and software-based. In Section 2.4,  we proposed OSM-CAT,  our solution to the problems discussed in Section 2.3. Finally,  in  Section 2.5,  we looked at  existing software artefacts  which will  be  used in  our implementation. Next, in Section 3, we will detail the design of our data analysis application, OSM-CAT.
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 3. Software DesignIn this section, we design OSM-CAT, so that it solves the problem of an efficient, user-friendly contributor analysis application for OSM-XML data. First, we provide an abstract overview of OSM-CAT's design, and present a summary of the functionality which OSM-CAT will provide. Then, we design the OSM-XML parser. This will be the central component of our application,  and will be responsible for reading and processing the OSM-XML files. Next, our Graphical  User Interface (GUI) is designed in such a way as to encourage use, and be intuitive to the general user. Finally, we present the output formats we have chosen for our analysis reports,  and detail the design which allows these reports to be created.
3.1 OSM-CAT Design OverviewTo  convey  an  abstract  overview  of  OSM-CAT's  design,  we  present  the  high-level  design diagram of OSM-CAT, along with its UML Use Case diagram.
3.1.1 OSM-CAT Abstract Overview
As we can see from Figure 3.1, the user will submit an OSM-XML file, or files, to OSM-CAT for analysis. The software will then process the OSM-XML file, and use the resulting data to build 
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Figure 3.1: OSM-CAT abstract design overview
internal Java data structures. These data structures will roughly correspond to the OSM data contained within an OSM-XML file, including, but not limited to, Nodes, Ways, Relations and Contributors. 
Once the application has prepared the necessary data structures, it will perform the following tasks, which are central to the report generation process:1. Using  the  internal  data  structures,  OSM-CAT  will  perform  analysis,  computing  the required statistics and summaries for the submitted OSM-XML file.2. OSM-CAT will then generate charts, or graphs. These charts will display the statistical  data previously generated.3. Finally, the requested reports will be generated. These reports will contain both tabular statistical  data and charts.  The output format  of  these reports will  be  discussed in  Section 3.5.
3.1.2 Use Case DiagramOur application's UML Use Case diagram is shown in Figure 3.2 to manifest what users will be able to do with OSM-CAT.
These use cases help to convey the functionality provided by OSM-CAT.
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Figure 3.2: OSM-CAT Use Case diagram
3.2 OSM-CAT Functionality SummaryTo allow for a deeper understanding of what our software will do, we now present a summary of the entire functionality which will be provided by OSM-CAT.
• OSM Data Summary: OSM-CAT will provide an OSM primitive data overview including the total number of edits, Nodes, Ways, Relations, and changesets. A changeset [36] is a group of edits made within a certain time by one user. A changeset has a maximum capacity (currently 50,000 edits) and maximum lifetime (currently 24 hours).
• Changeset  Analysis: An  analysis  of  the  number  of  changesets  produced  by  each contributor  will  be  provided.  This  information  will  be  presented  in  tabular  and graphical formats.
• Activity in Changesets: OSM-CAT will provide a summary of the timespan between changesets (longest and shortest) for each contributor.
• Overall  Contributions:  Tabular  and  graphical  summary  of  the  total  number  of contributions per month since oldest edit in a chosen area will be provided.
• Individual Contribution Rates: OSM-CAT will outline the number of edits per month from the top N contributors in both tabular and graphical formats.
• Map Features and Tag Validity: Using the OSM Map Features Ontology [37], OSM-CAT will check all tags for objects of a selected set of feature types (See Section 3.3.3.2). This set will correspond to the most frequently occurring objects in OSM according to the TagInfo service  [38].  OSM-CAT will  provide a summary of the number of  valid and invalid assignments to the tag keys for these objects.
• Map Features and Tag Validity per contributor: OSM-CAT will provide a summary of the number of valid and invalid tag assignments created by the top N contributors.
• Creation Tools: OSM-CAT will provide a pie chart  and tabular overview of the most frequently used software tools by the contributors to the current OSM snapshot.
• Polygon Validity: Using the JTS library,  OSM-CAT will outline any polygons (closed Ways) which are invalid such as those with self-intersections.
3.3 OSM-XML Selective Parser As discussed in Section 2.2, the efficient processing of arbitrarily-sized, complex OSM-XML files  is  a  very  difficult  task  to  perform.  As  we  have  shown,  the  file  sizes  for  even  small geographic regions can be relatively large. Such file sizes become a greater concern when we 
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wish to process densely populated, urban areas, where constant user contributions create an abundance of  spatial  information,  causing files  sizes  to grow rapidly.  Complexity is  also a  concern, and we have shown that even a small selection of OSM-XML files, representing areas of just 1 Km squared, can produce a wide range of File Composition Measures. These issues need to be considered when designing our OSM-XML parser.
3.3.1 Selective Parser Design OverviewIn Section 2.1 we discussed conventional methods of processing XML data. We presented two approaches commonly used – the Simple API for XML (SAX), and the Document Object Model  (DOM). Based on the findings of our analysis of these parsings APIs, discussed in Section 2.2.1, we  designed  an  OSM-XML parser  which  builds  on  the  SAX  parser  API.  As  outlined,  OSM specific  XML uses a structure which allows it  to capture complex spatial  information in a format which can be processed using an XML parser. This volume of data contains information which,  depending  on  the  analysis  options  chosen  by  the  user,  is  either  central  to  our processing, or is superfluous. Therefore, to facilitate the efficient processing of OSM-XML data, we design a parser which parses only the specific spatial information the user is interested in.  This method of selective parsing allows OSM-CAT to parse only that data which is required for  a particular analysis.  Figure 3.3 shows an abstract, pseudo-code comparison between basic and full OSM-CAT analysis, comparing the amount of parsing required by each.
 As will be detailed in Section 3.4, our GUI will allow users to select exactly those aspects of the 
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Figure 3.3: Comparing basic (left)  & full (right) analysis processing
OSM data which they wish to analyse. If a user wishes to perform a basic analysis, then only basic contributor related information is parsed, as shown on the left in  Figure 3.3.  This is desirable as basic analysis requires far less processing time than to full analysis. 
3.3.2 Selective Parser Work-flowThe work-flow of the selective parser we designed in Section 3.3.1 will be as follows: 1. Once the user has selected the file, or files, to be processed, the parser begins at the  very start of the OSM-XML file. It is here that the parser extracts the first piece of useful information. Details of the bounding box of the mapped area, specified as latitude and longitude coordinates, are processed and stored by our application.2. Next, the parser begins to work its way sequentially through the data. It searches for any XML tags. An XML tag is a construct that begins with '<' and ends with '>'. Such tags indicate the start of an OSM-XML element.3. Once an OSM-XML element has been found, our parser checks to see if it is a required element of the current specified analysis. As previously mentioned, the user can select from a combination of analysis choices, from basic through to full analysis. 4. If the element is required, the parser performs the necessary data extraction by parsing the information contained within the OSM-XML element. For example, if the element represents  an OSM primitive,  such as  a  Node,  the  parser  will  extract  the  following information:  Contributor  ID,  Contributor  name,  timestamp,  changeset  ID,   version, latitude, longitude. An OSM timestamp captures the time & date of a contributor's edit. A version attribute is used for  optimistic locking,  which is a mechanism OSM uses to control object edits. 5. Once the parser has performed the necessary parsing on an element, it stores the data in memory, in Java storage containers such as ArrayLists, Maps etc.6. When  the  parser  reaches  the  end  of  the  file,  it  passes  control  back  to  a  resource manager module, which continues with analysis, and generation of the analysis reports.
This work-flow of the OSM-XML parser is abstracted in Figure 3.4.





• Tool AnalysisThese processing options are further explored in the following sections.
3.3.3.1 Temporal SpanTemporal Span analysis performs processing and analysis relating to the temporal span, or time  related,  details  of  the  contributors  involved  in  editing  a  mapped  area.  This  involves collecting information relating to the timestamps of contributor edits. This information will  then be used to calculate such statistics as the average number of contributor edits per month,  or the very first and last time a contributor edited a map.
3.3.3.2 Tag ValidityTag Validity performs analysis relating to the tags contained within OSM-XML files. Tags are used in OSM-XML files to represent a variety of information, but of interest to us is tag data relating to the features of a mapped area. Features are spatial elements such as highways or amenities, and these features have tags – a key and value - associated with them, for example 
Highway=Motorway.  These  values  are  of  particular  interest  to  analysts,  as  only  correctly formatted key-value pairs are considered valid, and can be interpreted by the OSM rendering engine, and other OSM data interpreters. A tag value would be considered invalid if it is not 
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Figure 3.4: Selective parsing work-flow
officially specified on the OSM Map Features Ontology page  [37]. In our case,  we are only interested in a sub-set of the overall available map features, as we feel these represent the majority of features added to maps by contributors. This subset of features was selected by  analysing the most frequent tags used by contributors, calculated using TagInfo [38].  Figure 
3.5 shows the sub-set of features we selected, along with a snapshot of the total number of  each feature found in the OSM map for the entire planet  [39].  Information regarding map features and their corresponding tags will be used by our application to calculate statistical  data such as tag correctness and validity.
3.3.3.3 Polygon ValidityPolygonal primitives are an important element of spatial data, being used to represent a large variety of map features, such as buildings,  lakes,  electoral districts,  geographic regions etc. Being a widely used element, the validity of polygons in thus an extremely important metric,  indicating the quality of the OSM data for any mapped area.  
Specifically, a polygon is a figure that is bounded by a closed path, composed of a sequence of straight polylines. A polygon would be considered invalid if the polylines which connect thepoints of a polygon overlap at any point, in other words, if the polygon self-intersects. Figure 
3.6 depicts valid and invalid polygons. 
Polygon data can be used by our application to calculate statistics  such as the number of valid/invalid polygons in a given area.
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Figure 3.5: Selection of map features analysed by OSM-CAT
Figure 3.6: Valid and invalid polygons
3.3.3.4 Tool AnalysisWhen contributors edit OSM map data, they do so using one of the numerous editing tools  available, such as the JOSM [34] or Potlatch 2 [40] tools. Information regarding what tools are used most frequently, and by contributors in what areas, is of great significance. This data can help  highlight  issues  such as  tool  usability,  tool  availability,  and  language  barriers,  issues which may affect the adoption of a tool by OSM users. By learning more about these issues, it  will be possible for future software developers to create more useful, versatile editing tools.
3.4 Graphical User Interface (GUI)Usability is a major concern in the design of our application. We want to ensure that OSM-CAT is usable not only by spatial data researchers and professionals, but also by members of the  general public, who may have an interest in mapping, and in particular OpenStreetMap. The GUI will be the central, and only, access point to OSM-CAT, through which users can perform  every  use  case  outlined  in  the  diagram  presented  in  Section  3.1.2.  Therefore,  the  careful design of our GUI is of critical importance.
Key to this design is simplicity. We want to present the user with an interface that is easily  understandable. There should be a minimal learning curve, and the time it takes for users to become proficient in using the application should be minimised. As OSM-CAT will provide the user with a variety of options, such as analysis options and output format options, we need to present these options in a clear and unambiguous manner. In our opinion, the best way to achieve these goals is to use a menu bar interface, which enables users to easily and quickly access the required options. Figure 3.7 presents our menu bar design prototype.
Presenting the user with all the necessary options and settings in this way allows for intuitive and quick learning. The user accesses tool features such as file opening, analysis options, and output  format  options  by  clicking  buttons  on  the  menu  bar.  Figure  3.8 shows  options displayed to the user in our menu design prototype.  
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Figure 3.7: GUI menu bar design prototype
Feedback to the user regarding processing of the OSM-XML file, such as analysis completion, time taken, and errors encountered, also needs to be considered. Our display is designed to use minimum screen space, while at the same time providing all the necessary options to the user. Therefore, we add a non-intrusive, simple text display area to this design, allowing the user to receive all necessary updates. Our text display area is presented in Figure 3.9, along with the complete design prototype of OSM-CAT's GUI.
3.5 Report Output FormatsOSM-CAT will allow users to perform analysis of OSM-XML data, and produce detailed reports. It will be possible to generate these reports in three output formats, namely:
• Portable Document Format (PDF)
• HyperText Markup Language (HTML)
• Comma Separated Values (CSV)The contents of the PDF and HTML output are almost identical, with only small changes to  accommodate the constraints of each. The content of the CSV output is slightly different, again due to constraints. The CSV output contains no charts and it takes greater advantage of CSV's tabular format. 
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Figure 3.8: GUI menu options design prototype
Figure 3.9: Complete OSM-CAT GUI design prototype with text 
display area
To minimise the amount of implementation required to provide different output formats, and promote code reusability and extensibility,  we designed the I/O module of our software to accommodate different output formats. This is accomplished by designing an abstract base class,  GenericWriter, which can be extended and implemented by each of the output format writers. Figure 3.10 depicts this design.
Using this design allows new Writer implementations to be added at any stage, ensuring that the software remains extensible.  New writers can be 'plugged-in'  to the existing software, immediately gaining access to the fields and methods of the abstract Writer class. As we intend on  releasing  our  software  into  the  open-source  community,  and  making  the  code  freely available, we feel that these design considerations, allowing for extension and reuse, are of vital importance. 
In Section 3,  we presented OSM-CAT's design,  so that it solves the problem of an efficient, user-friendly contributor analysis application for OSM-XML data. We provided an overview of this design, and presented a summary of the functionality which OSM-CAT will provide. In Section 3.3, we designed the OSM-XML selective parser, which is responsible for reading and processing  OSM-XML files. In Section 3.4 our graphical user interface was designed so as to  encourage use, and be intuitive to the general user. Finally, in Section 3.5, we discussed the output  formats  we have chosen for  our  analysis  reports,  and presented the  design which allows  these  output  formats  to  be  created.  Next,  in  Section  4,  we  will  describe  the  implementation of our designed application.
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Figure 3.10: Analysis report output writers design
4. ImplementationIn  this  section  we  detail  the  implementation  of  OSM-CAT.  We  take  the  software  design discussed in Section 3, and show how a concrete OSM-XML contributor analysis application is built using existing libraries and frameworks. In Section 4.1, we present an abstract overview of the software modules of OSM-CAT. Section 4.2 details the implementation of the  Input and 
Output module of our application, which is responsible for the initial parsing of the OSM-XML,  and the creation of reports and charts. In Section 4.3, we discuss the implementation of the  
Data and  MapElements modules,  which  are  used  to  store  parsed  OSM  data.  Section  4.4 describes the implementation of OSM-CAT's  Graphical User Interface  module,  which allows users to interact with our application. Finally, in Section 4.5, we detail the implementation of the Utilities module, which provides various functions vital to the operation of OSM-CAT.
4.1 OSM-CAT Software Modules OverviewIn Figure 4.1, we present a high-level diagram showing the software modules of OSM-CAT, and the dependencies that exist between these modules.
These  modules  correspond  to  Java  packages,  which  are  combined  to  provide  OSM-CAT's functionality. Each package contains Java classes and the complete UML Class Diagram for our application is shown in  Appendix A,  Diagram A.1.  We discuss the implementation of these 27
Figure 4.1: OSM-CAT software modules (Java packages)
software modules, and their classes in the sections that follow.
4.2 Input and Output (I/O)In this section, we illustrate how the Input and Output software artefacts are developed. First, we detail the implementation of our OSM-XML parser, based on the SAX parsing API. Then, we demonstrate how iText  and the Java HTML Generator are harnessed to produce OSM-CAT analysis  reports.  We  describe  the  implementation  of  a  chart  creator,  which draws  on the JFreeChart library to create charts based on analysis data. We also describe the modules which create  error  and  invalid  feature  tag  reports.  Figure  4.2 presents  an  overview  of  the  I/O module's  classes  and  their  relationships,  together  with  a  description  of  the  functionality provided by each. See Appendix A, Diagram A.2 for the full  I/O module UML Class Diagram.
4.2.1 OSM-XML Selective ParsingOur  OSMXMLReader parsing  class  is  built  on  the  existing  SAX  parsing  API.  This  is accomplished by creating an inner class in our OSMXMLReader class, Parser, which extends the 
DefaultHandler  class. This class is the base class for SAX parsing event handlers. Using this  underlying base class, we gain access to its methods, specifically the startElement  method, which enables our parser to receive notification of the start of an OSM-XML element.  Figure 
4.3 shows an overview of this Parser class, and its custom startElement method. We override the startElement method, defining what we want our parser to do when it encounters the start of an OSM-XML element. Thus, the startElement method of our Parser class performs the bulk of the OSM-XML processing. 
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Figure 4.2: I/O module's classes and their functionality
The parameters of this method which we use to extract data from the OSM-XML element are:
• atts – List of OSM-XML element attributes. For example: user,  uid or changeset
• qualifiedName – Starting name of the OSM-XML element, for example Node or WayThese  parameters  enable  OSM-CAT  to  find  and  process  only  the  data  we  are  specifically interested in. Our Parser class performs selective parsing, processing the minimum amount of data.
When an instance of our  Parser  class is created, it is passed to an  XMLReader instance. This 
XMLReader instance is the main interface to an XML document, and using our Parser class, it performs parsing on an InputSource instance. The structure of these parsing calls is shown in 
Figure 4.4.
Once our  XMLReader has reached the end of the document,  control  is  passed back to the 
Utilities module of our software, which we present in Section 4.5.
4.2.2 Report GenerationThe reports generated by OSM-CAT can be created in three formats: PDF, HTML, and CSV.  As shown in Figure 4.2, this functionality is implemented using an abstract, generic base class, 
GenericWriter. Our specific output format writers,  PDFWriter,  HTMLWrier, and CSVWriter are then implemented as concrete sub-classes of  GenericWriter.  This makes use of inheritance8 and polymorphic method calls9. Implementing our design in this way follows good software practice,  and provides  possibilities  for  extension and  reuse of  our  software in  the  future. 
8 In object-oriented programming (OOP), inheritance is a method of code reuse which involves establishing sub-types of existing objects.9 In OOP, polymorphism is a feature which allows different data types to be handled using a uniform interface. Polymorphic method calls refer to the ability to respond to methods calls with type specific behaviour.29
Figure 4.3: Parser class and startElement method
Figure 4.4: Structure of parsing calls 
Indeed, new output format writers could be implemented and 'plugged-in' to our software. As long as they extend GenericWriter, they could be easily substituted anywhere a GenericWriter  object is being used. 
Our  GenericWriter class's functionality is implemented as methods, enabling dynamic report creation. The modularity of methods ensures that only the analysis report elements specified by the user are created at run-time. This dynamic creation design also utilises logical decision statements in its implementation. Figure 4.5 shows the pseudo-code structure of OSM-CAT's dynamic report creation. This structure is used for all our writers, as polymorphism allows us to call the correct GenericWriter implementation at runtime. 
Our PDF output format is implemented using the open-source iText  [32] Java library.  This library is used to create and manipulate PDF documents. iText  allows us to represent each  part of a PDF document using three Java object constructs, namely:Document element Corresponding Java use
• Paragraph Paragraph pdfPara = new Paragraph(“OSM-CAT”);
• Chapter Chapter pdfChapter = new Chapter(pdfParagraph);
• Document Document pdfDoc = new Document();                     Document.add(pdfChapter);
As  shown  above,  iText  uses  a  hierarchical  approach,  with  larger  elements,  i.e.  Document, composed  of  smaller  elements,  i.e.  Chapter.  Using  this  approach  enables  the  creation  of separate,  modular  sections  of  a  PDF  document.  This  allows  us  to  build  a  PDF  report dynamically, depending on what analysis options were chosen by the user. Only the chapters which are required are created.  Appendix B, Code B.1 shows the creation of a PDF chapter using iText.
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Figure 4.5: Dynamic report creation using decision statements
Our HTML output format is implemented using the open-source Java HTML Generator  [37] package. This package uses a system of Tag objects to represent the tags of a standard HTML document. These Tag objects are used as follows.HTML element Corresponding Java use
• Tag Tag head = new Tag(“head”);Tag body = new Tag(“body”); body.add(head);
Similar  to  the  iText  library,  the  HTML  Generator  uses  a  hierarchical  structure,  with  Tags representing larger HTML document elements being composed of Tags representing smaller elements. The creation of a HTML document section using the HTML Generator is shown in  
Appendix B, Code B.2.
Our CSV format requires a comma-separated list of information as output, and is implemented using standard Java libraries, in particular the Java  PrintWriter class. This  PrintWriter  class allows us to write formatted output, such as a comma-separated list, to a file.
4.2.3 Chart CreationOSM-CAT creates detailed charts displaying a wide variety of statistical data. These charts are produced using JFreeChart [31], a Java chart library which allows us to create charts in various styles. OSM-CAT creates charts in the following styles:
• Standard Bar Chart
• Stacked Bar Chart
• Box-Plot Chart
• Time-Series Chart
• Pie ChartThe first step in creating a JFreeChart chart is to create the dataset for the chart. The dataset  contains the data to be displayed by the chart, and a dataset is created for all charts, from bar  charts to pie charts. We then populate this dataset with data from our internal data structures,  for example  Nodes  or  Contributors. These data structures are discussed in Section 4.3. Once the  dataset  is  populated,  we pass it  as  a  parameter to a JFreeChart  ChartFactory  method, which uses the data to create the desired chart type. This method of chart creation is shown in 
Appendix B, Code B.3.  Many aspects  of  chart  creation are  shared across  all  chart  styles, 31
allowing us to reuse code, as methods, for tasks such as chart customisation. This follows good software engineering practice.
4.2.4 Invalid Tag Output
InvalidTagWriter is a static implementation which outputs all invalid OSM feature tags found during  analysis  to  an  invalidtagvalues.csv file.  It  outputs  data  in  the  format  User  ID,  OSM 
Feature  Tag,  Invalid  Feature  Tag  Value.  An  example  of  such  output  is  99999,  Building,  
Greenhouse.  Here,  Building  is the OSM feature tag, and  Greenhouse  is its invalid feature tag value.
4.2.5 Error OutputOur ErrorWriter module is a static implementation used by most modules in our software. If an error occurs during processing, the ErrorWriter class allows a corresponding information message to be written out to an automatically created error file, errorLog.log. The user is then informed through the GUI that errors have occurred.
We have detailed the implementation of  our  I/O  module,  which provides  functionality  for OSM-XML parsing, report generation, and chart creation. In the next section,  we detail  the implementation of the Data and MapElements modules.
4.3 Data Storage/Data StructuresThe  data  structures  of  the  Data  and  MapElements  modules are  used  to  represent  the abundance of information that is produced as a result of processing an OSM-XML file. As an OSM-XML file  contains  representations  of  geographical  spatial  elements,  we designed and implemented our data structures to correspond to these spatial elements. In  Figure 4.6 we present  an  overview  of  both  the  Data  and  MapElements  modules'  classes  and  their relationships, together with a description of the functionality provided by each class. The full 
Data and MapElements modules' UML Class Diagram is shown in Appendix A, Diagram A.3.
4.3.1 Map DataThe central module for data storage in our application is the MapData class. Once initialised, a 
MapData instance represents the map specified by the latitude and longitude coordinates of the OSM-XML file, which are the bounds of the map. MapData builds on the JOSM [34] library,  
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in  particular  the  Bounds  class,  to  represent  a  mapped  area,  and  the  LatLon  class,  which represents latitude and longitude coordinates. 
The data within map bounds, such as primitive data and contributor data, constitutes the data  parsed from an OSM-XML file. Therefore, an instance of the MapData class is used to store all of this inter-connected data. In this way, the MapData class acts as a central container class for the processed data. Specifically, the MapData class stores data relating to the following:
• Map Edits (Nodes, Ways, Relations)
• Map Changeset Edits (Nodes, Ways, Relations)
• Contributor Information
• OSM Primitive Data (Nodes, Ways, Relations)
• Editor Tool Data
• Timestamp Data
• Feature Tag DataSome  of  these  elements  are  themselves  represented  as  data  structures,  and  these  are discussed further in the following section.
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Figure 4.6: Data & MapElements modules' classes and their functionality
4.3.2 OSM Primitive DataOSM geometric primitives are of three types: Nodes (points), Ways (polylines), and Relations. These primitives share common attributes, such as their OSM identification number and OSM version number, and so we chose to implement them using inheritance and genericity. This is  shown in  Figure  4.6,  where  the  abstract  base  class,  GenericPrimitive,  represents  an  OSM primitive.  This  generic  class  and  its  methods  are  then implemented  by  each of  the  three concrete primitive types.  The  NodePrimitive class is primarily used as a representation of a Node,  or  point.  A WayPrimitive  represents  a  Way,  or  polyline,  which  are  lines  connecting Nodes.  The Java Topology Suite  [35] is used in the implementation of our  WayPrimitive  to check for polygon validity. RelationPrimitive represents the relationship between Nodes, Ways, and other Relations, using tags. 
Our use of inheritance and genericity allows for dynamic, polymorphic behaviour, where the exact type of a primitive is determined at runtime, and the corresponding implementation of a method is called. This results in cleaner code, reducing the complexity of our software. Figure 
4.7 shows the relationship between the generic base class,  GenericPrimitive,  and one of its implementing sub-classes, WayPrimitive.
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Figure 4.7: Relationship between GenericPrimitive and its sub-class WayPrimitive
4.3.3 OSM Contributor DataAs OSM-CAT is an OSM contributor analysis application, OSM contributor related information is of great interest. We represent OSM contributors internally as instances of the Contributor  class.  This  class  has  data  storage  structures  corresponding  to  the  contributor-related information required for our analysis. This data includes:
• OSM contributor name – e.g. “Harry Wood”
• OSM contributor ID – e.g. “9999999”
• Number of edits (Nodes, Ways, Relations)
• Number of changeset edits (Nodes, Ways, Relations)
• Temporal span data – e.g. Timestamps, First Use, Last Use etc.
• Feature tagging correctness/validityWhen parsing an OSM-XML file, we process the information relating to each OSMPrimitive we encounter. Each edit of an OSM primitive is associated with a valid OSM contributor. Thus, if we encounter a user for the first time, we create a corresponding  Contributor  instance, and increment  that  contributor's  edits  and  changesets.  If  we  encounter  a  contributor  already internally stored as a Contributor instance, we search for the Contributor and update its data. 
Figure 4.8 shows this process of parsing Contributor data.
4.3.4 OSM Feature DataOSM  feature  elements  represent  general,  real-world  map  features,  such  as  highways,  buildings, amenities etc. As discussed in Section 3.3.3.2, we selected a subset of the overall OSM  feature  set  for  use  in  our  analysis.  Each  of  these  14  features  is  represented  in  our application  as  an  instance  of  the  Feature  class,  and  each  feature  has  a  set  of  valid 
FeatureValues associated with it. This set of valid feature values is subject to change, as more  values are deemed acceptable by OSM. Thus, to future-proof our implementation, we read in the set of valid values from a supplied XML file at runtime. These valid values are then stored in  our  static  Validtags class,  discussed further  in  Section 4.5.  Our  MapData data  structure 
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Figure 4.8: Contributor parsing process
stores a reference  to a  FeatureUtility instance,  which acts as a bridge between the central 
MapData instance and its required Feature and FeatureValue data. The FeatureUtility class is shown in Figure 4.16 in Section 4.5.
4.3.5 OSM Editing Tool DataAn instance of the EditTool class represents an editing tool, such as Potlatch 2 [40], that was used by a contributor to edit OSM data.  A  MapData instance holds a reference to a list  of 
EditTools, which we use as part of our analysis into OSM editing tools. An  EditTool instance is very inexpensive in terms of memory consumption, as it simply stores attributes representing its name and number of uses. 
In  this  section,  we  described  the  implementation  of  our  Data  and  MapElements  modules, which provide storage structures  for  all  data  parsed from an OSM-XML file,  such as OSM primitives,  contributors,  and  feature  data.  In  the  following  section,  we  describe  the implementation of the Graphical User Interface module.
4.4 Graphical User Interface (GUI)As discussed in Section 3.4, the GUI plays a vital role in the use of our application. Indeed, it is  the  only  entry  point  a  user  has  to  OSM-CAT.  Its  simplicity  and  ease  of  use  are  of  great  importance,  and  so  we  have  designed  our  GUI  to  be  immediately  usable,  and  to  require minimal learning time. We have also designed it to constrain precisely what a user can do with our  application at  each step in  its  use.  In  Figure 4.9 we present an overview of the  GUI module's classes and their relationships, together with a description of the functionality 
36Figure 4.9: GUI module's classes and their functionality
provided by each class.  See  Appendix A, Diagram A.4  for the full  GUI  module UML Class Diagram.
4.4.1 GUI Main WindowThe single entry point to OSM-CAT is through an instance of the AppWindow class. This class represents an application window, which is displayed to the user upon launching OSM-CAT. This application window enables users to perform tasks such as selecting OSM-XML files to analyse,  choosing  analysis  options,  and selecting  desired  output  formats.  The  AppWindow instance also performs checks on the OSM-XML file prior to sending the file for processing, such as ensuring the file is a valid OSM-XML file, and that it is less than 100 MB in size. As  stated, we place a 100 MB limit on the size of files which OSM-CAT will process.
Based on the design presented in Section 3.4, we produced an application window using the  Java Swing and Java AWT libraries. Figure 4.10 shows this application window. 
This  window is  built  using  a  single  Swing  JFrame object,  allowing us  to  achieve  fast  and efficient execution of the application. Other Swing components are then added, for example a  
JScrollPane,  JMenus,  JMenuItems, etc. Being a GUI, our application window needs to respond quickly and correctly to user actions. This event-response relationship is implemented using the Java awt.event package, and in particular, the ActionEvent class. Figure 4.11 shows a GUI user action, and the corresponding Java code used to handle that event. Using this method of GUI event handling allows OSM-CAT to effectively and quickly respond  to any user initiated events.
As previously mentioned, our GUI design makes use of constraints to make it almost
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Figure 4.10: OSM-CAT application window
impossible  for  something  to  go  wrong  during  the  use  of  our  tool.  We  implement  these constraints by 'greying out' certain buttons, or options, in the GUI at certain times during the applications use. Interface elements, such as buttons, only become available to a user when they are applicable to the current state of the application.  Figure 4.12 shows a comparison between unavailable and available GUI components. These imposed constraints control what a user  can  do  at  each  point  of  OSM-CAT's  execution,  guiding  them  through  its  use.  In  our opinion, these constraints will assist users in quickly learning how OSM-CAT should be used.
Our GUI also makes use of keyboard shortcuts, or keystrokes, allowing the user to completely control  OSM-CAT using different  combinations  of  keys.  These shortcuts  are also shown in 
Figure 4.12, where 'Ctrl+Alt+R' is used to 'View Reports'. 
4.4.2 GUI Sub-WindowsOur main application window uses  a system of  sub-windows to perform a range of  user-initiated tasks. The following is a description of these sub-windows, and the functionality they provide.
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Figure 4.12: GUI imposed constraints – unavailable and available menu 
components
Figure 4.11: GUI user action and corresponding event handling code
4.4.2.1 Splash WindowA Splash Window is a window which is displayed upon first launching an application. It is  often used to display an image, or text, during the initial loading of an application, which may take a long time. As the loading of OSM-CAT is nearly instantaneous, we primarily use our splash  window  for  aesthetic  purposes.  However,  in  the  future,  as  we  extend  OSM-CAT's capabilities, our splash screen may be used to display information during a loading waitingperiod. 
Our  SplashWindowUI class is implemented using a  JLabel, which we use to display the OSM-CAT logo. We use Java threading to execute the display of this JLabel as a separate thread. This allows  us  to  display  the  splash  window  while  not  inhibiting  the  loading  of  our  main application window. It also allows us to specify the amount of time that the splash window is  displayed,  using  thread  commands.  Figure  4.13 shows  our  splash window displaying  the OSM-CAT logo, and the corresponding threading code.
4.4.2.2 Latitude/Longitude WindowAs  well  as  allowing  users  to  choose  an  OSM-XML  file,  or  files,  to  open  from  a  directory  location, OSM-CAT also allows for automatic downloading of a location's OSM-XML data. Users  enter  the  latitude  and  longitude  coordinates  of  a  location,  and  OSM-CAT  automatically connects to the OSM database, and downloads the corresponding OSM-XML data. 
Our LatitudeAndLongitudeUI class extends the Swing JDialog type, and acts as an entry form, allowing the  user  to enter  latitude and longitude coordinates.  It  then performs necessary checks on the entered information – the bounding box specified by the coordinates must not be too large, latitudes must be valid numbers between -90 and +90, longitudes must be valid 
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Figure 4.13: SplashWindowUI and corresponding Java threading code
numbers between -180 and +180 –  before passing the coordinates data to the  AppWindow instance.  The data is  then downloaded by the  OSMXMLReader  class. Figure 4.14 shows a 
LatitudeAndLongitudeUI  window  instance,  which  specifies  the  latitude  and  longitude coordinates of Maynooth, Ireland [41] by default.
4.4.2.3 Proxy Settings WindowAs OSM-CAT uses a network connection when automatically downloading OSM-XML data, we deemed it  necessary to enable users to configure the applications proxy settings,  allowing OSM-CAT to correctly interact with a proxy server. This is to ensure that the tool is usable in places such as universities, workplaces, libraries, etc., where proxy servers are often in use. A proxy server acts as an intermediary between clients and other servers. The proxy is set by the  user and is  then used when connecting to the  OSM database.  Figure 4.15 shows our 
ProxySettingUI GUI window.
In this  section,  we detailed  the  implementation of  OSM-CAT's  GUI  module,  which enables users to interact with our application. We presented images of most of the GUI's components,  and a complete overview of OSM-CAT's GUI is  presented in  Appendix D.  In the following section, we detail the implementation of the Utilities module.
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Figure 4.14: LatitudeAndLongitudeUI window
Figure 4.15: ProxySettingUI window
4.5 Utilities A vital component of our software implementation is the Utilities module, which we discuss in this section. This module contains classes which although central to the successful operation of our application, would not be considered reusable enough to warrant being included in any  of the other modules. In Figure 4.16 we present an overview of the Utilities module's classes and their relationships, together with a description of the functionality provided by each class. The full Utilities module UML Class Diagram is shown in Appendix A, Diagram A.5.
4.5.1 Resource ManagementThe  ResourceManager  class  enables  other  software  modules  to  work  together.  It  contains references to two important class instances;  MapData  and  OSMXMLReader. By linking these two  resources,  data  parsed  using  the  OSMXMLReader can be  stored  in  MapData,  avoiding unnecessary  binding  between  software  modules.  This  ensures  that  two  of  the  primary software engineering principles are adhered to, namely, low coupling10 and high cohesion11. The ResourceManager class is designed to be used specifically in our application, rather than as a particularly reusable component. 
10 Coupling is the degree to which software modules rely on each other. Low coupling is desired.11 Cohesion is a measure of the relationships between functions in a software module. High cohesion is desired.41
Figure 4.16: Utilities module's classes and their functionality
4.5.2 Timestamp UtilitiesTimestamps are used throughout our analysis to calculate statistics regarding both individual  contributor  temporal  data,  and overall  map temporal  data.  As numerous temporal-related methods are called by various different modules,  such as the  PDFWriter  and  ChartCreator  modules, we designed a TimeStampUtility class to implement our methods. This allows these methods  to  be  utilised  by  all  classes,  without  the  need  to  increase  the  coupling  of components.
4.5.3 Feature UtilitiesIn a similar way to our TimeStampUtility class, our FeatureUtility class is used by various other software modules. Its central role is to connect  Feature  instances with modules such as our 
MapData and GenericWriter implementations. The FeatureUtility class stores references to the sub-set  of  Features  that  we  discussed  in  Section  4.3.4,  and  performs  such  functions  as returning the valid and invalid tag value count for a particular feature.
The static  ValidTags  class is used solely as a storage and reference class for valid  Feature  values. It reads in valid tags values from an XML file, and is used by other classes to check the validity of parsed tag values. We provide a default XML file, packaged with OSM-CAT, but users can also use the GUI to select and specify their own XML file. Thus, if a user wants to add a new valid feature, or add new valid values for a feature, it's possible, without requiring any  changes to the underlying software implementation.  Appendix C, Figure C.1  shows a sub-section of our default valid tag XML file.
4.5.4 Comparator UtilitiesMuch  of  our  processing  involves  sorting  various  data  structures  by  different  metrics.  In particular, we perform many different sorting operations on the  Contributor  data structures referenced  in  the  MapData  instance.  Our  ComparatorsUtility  file  contains  three  separate classes, each of which implements the Java Comparator interface. These three classes are used by  other  modules  to  sort  the  Contributor  data  structures  according  to  different  metrics. 
Appendix B,  Code B.4 shows a  Comparator  implementation along with its use in another module.
In Section 4, we detailed the implementation OSM-CAT to meet the design specified in Section  
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3.  In  Section  4.2,  we  built  the  I/O  module,  with  the  assistance  of  iText,  the  Java  HTML Generator, and JFreeChart. In Section 4.3, we drew on the JOSM library to implement our Data and MapElements modules, and in Section 4.3.2, we implemented our OSM primitive modules with the assistance of the Java Topology Suite. In Section 4.4, we constructed the OSM-CAT GUI module using the Java Swing library, and we presented our main application user interface. Finally, in Section 4.5, we demonstrated how our Utility module is implemented, and how it is used by various other modules. Next, in Section 5, we will conduct experimental analysis to assess the performance of OSM-CAT.
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5. Experimental AnalysisIn this section we present our experimental analysis of OSM-CAT. In Section 5.1, we provide an overview of the experimental setup for this analysis. We discuss the process of selecting OSM-XML files for our analysis in Section 5.1.2, including the criteria for selecting these files, the  characteristics of the selected files, and the geographic locations which they represent. Section 5.1.3 presents the experimental procedure we followed in our analysis.  In Section 5.2,  the results from our experimental analysis of OSM-CAT are detailed. With our proposed goals in mind, our analysis focuses on OSM-CAT's efficiency of execution in relation to arbitrarily-sized, and  arbitrarily-complex,  files,  and  on  the  correctness  and  completeness  of  the  produced analysis data.
5.1 Experimental SetupThis section provides an overview of the experimental setup used for the analysis presented in Section 5.2.
5.1.1 Experimental EnvironmentAll aspects of our experimental analysis were carried out under the same conditions, and in the  same  environment.  In  this  case,  the  experimental  environment  chosen  was  a  single desktop machine running a quad core Intel i5 2.67GHz processor with 6GB of RAM, and the operating system used was Ubuntu 11.10.
5.1.2 OSM-XML File Test Corpus SelectionOne of our central design goals was to design an application which efficiently processed OSM-XML files of arbitrary size and complexity. Therefore, in our opinion, to adequately analyse the  performance of OSM-CAT, it was necessary to select a test corpus of OSM-XML files which meet four key criteria, specifically:1. The OSM-XML files selected must be of varying, mostly unique, file sizes.2. The OSM-XML files must provide varying levels of complexity.3. The OSM-XML files selected should represent geographically diverse areas.4. The  OSM-XML  files  must  represent  OSM  maps  with  varying  levels  of  user contributions.
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To satisfy these four criteria, we first decide on a list of mapped European cities [42], shown in 
Figure 5.1.  We then take the latitude and longitude of each city from their corresponding Wikipedia page (we take this as being an authoritative source). Using the OSM History Splitter tool12 [43], we generate bounding boxes of 1, 2, and 3 kilometre square grids, for each of the  selected European cities. This provides three OSM-XML files for each of our selected cities, with areas of 1, 2 and 3 Km squared respectively. The idea behind our selection of locations,  and sizes, is two fold:1. To check the efficiency of OSM-CAT as we provide it with larger datasets of varying complexity. These datasets represent geographically diverse areas, with varying levels of user contributions.2. To measure OSM-CAT's ability to produce correct, valid analysis data.
We will examine OSM-CAT's performance in relation to both file size and file complexity. In our opinion, an OSM-XML file's complexity is determined by its contents, or composition, and so we will use our File Composition Measure (FCM) as a measure of a file's complexity. As with our problem analysis, shown in Section 2.2.2, we measure the FCM of an OSM-XML file by selecting a fixed ceiling value,  and then expressing the complexity of the file against it.  As  Paris, France is the largest of our selected OSM-XML files, for 1, 2 and 3 Km square grids, we base the selection of our fixed values on this location. We select a fixed value for both Nodes  and Ways, for each of our three grid sizes. Our selected values are shown in Table 5.1.Square Grid Size (Km) Nodes (N_c) Ways (W_c)1 37,000 5,0002 150,000 20,0003 310,000 40,000
Table 5.1: Selected fixed ceiling values for each of our grid sizes. These fixed values are used to 
calculate the FCMs of our OSM-XML test corpus filesUsing these fixed values for N_c and W_c, we can now calculate N/N_c, and W/W_c for each of our test corpus OSM-XML files in each square grid size, where N and W are the number of  Nodes and Ways in each file. The FCM of each file is then calculated by adding the two results.  We will use this FCM, along with a file's size, when we analyse OSM-CAT and draw conclusions  on its performance.
12 A Tool used to split full history Planet-Dumps into smaller extracts based on Bounding-Boxes. A Planet-Dump consists of all the OSM data for the entire planet in one file. 45
We have selected our test corpus of OSM-XML files to satisfy the criteria previously discussed.  Firstly, the European cities we selected provide a wide variety of file sizes, and it is highly  unlikely that any two of the corresponding OSM-XML files have identical file sizes. Secondly, we constructed bounding boxes of three distinct grid sizes for each European city selected. By  doing so, we provide OSM-CAT with files which vary greatly in the number of Nodes and Ways, and consequently their FCM. The number of Nodes and Ways contained in a file of any city should significantly increase as the area of the bounding box increases. Thirdly, we selected locations  which  we  believe  represent  geographically  diverse  areas.  The  population  count across our selected 58 cities varies greatly, and consequently so too does the geography of each city.  Finally,  due  to  the  difference  in  population  across  the  selected  cities,  the  three different selected grid sizes of each city – 1, 2, 3 Km - and the continuing increase in OSM usage [12], the OSM-XML files selected should exhibit varying levels of user contribution. For a full list of the selected cities, along with file sizes, FCMs, and processing times for each of the  three grid sizes of each city, see Table 5.2 in Section 5.2.
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Figure 5.1: Our 58 selected European cities. Each city is used as the source of 3 individual OSM-
XML files. The total set of 174 OSM-XML files constitutes our test corpus
5.1.3 Experimental ProcedureWe performed full OSM-CAT analysis on each of our selected 58 cities, for each square grid size. Each city was captured with square grid sizes of 1, 2, and 3 Km squared, meaning  full  analysis was performed on 174 individual OSM-XML files. A full analysis involves processing an OSM-XML file using all analysis options available, which are:




• Tool AnalysisA single output format, PDF, was chosen, as we believe that most users would require only one of the three formats for any one analysis. The resulting output produced by our full analysis  setup is as follows:
• Directory containing set of 13 Chart JPEG13 image files
• OSM-CAT Report PDF file
• Invalid Tags Report CSV file
• Error Report LOG fileFor consistency, the same processing options and output format was used across all 174 files. 
5.2 ResultsWe collected the data relating to a full OSM-CAT analysis of each of the 174 OSM-XML files.  
Table 5.2 shows the results of our experimental analysis. All times shown are in seconds.Country City Size 1KM Size 2KM Size 3KM FCM 1KM FCM 2KM FCM 3KM Time 1KM Time 2KM Time 3KMAustria Innsbruck 3.4 MB 10.5 MB 17.4 MB 0.9777 0.7248 0.5847 13.493 67.442 165.058Austria Wien 3.9 MB 10.5 MB 21.5 MB 0.8568 0.6248 0.6309 11.660 56.455 215.669Belarus Minsk 1.3 MB 5.2 MB 10.4 MB 0.3349 0.3367 0.3383 4.033 19.590 60.570Belgium Brussels 1.9 MB 4.8 MB 9.8 MB 0.5030 0.3261 0.3574 5.548 16.776 56.988Bulgaria Sofia 310.6 KB 1.4 MB 2.9 MB 0.0908 0.1022 0.1059 2.067 4.180 8.578Croatia Zagreb 761.5 KB 2.3 MB 3.9 MB 0.2161 0.1632 0.1398 2.798 6.727 12.796Czech Republic Prague 5 MB 15.7 MB 31.3 MB 1.1261 0.9091 0.8994 17.417 120.256 428.184Denmark Copenhagen 5.6 MB 19.1 MB 32.9 MB 0.8482 0.6486 0.5134 11.974 68.712 155.715England London 1.9 MB 8.2 MB 18.3 MB 0.4946 0.5407 0.6030 5.323 37.973 157.685England Manchester 522 KB 2.3 MB 4.7 MB 0.1464 0.1648 0.1689 2.336 6.398 15.450Estonia Tallin 2.8 MB 8.3 MB 14.1 MB 0.7491 0.5593 0.4735 9.269 46.892 117.615Finland Helsinki 5.1 MB 14.9 MB 23 MB 1.2600 0.9445 0.7212 15.769 97.225 221.899
13 JPEG (Joint Photographic Experts Group) is a method of image compression for image file formats.47
Country City Size 1KM Size 2KM Size 3KM FCM 1KM FCM 2KM FCM 3KM Time 1KM Time 2KM Time 3KMFrance Lyon 5.1 MB 20.6 MB 38.3 MB 1.2690 1.2839 1.1909 20.686 230.951 749.273France Paris 8.8 MB 35.2 MB 71.9 MB 1.8723 1.8561 1.8748 43.186 543.920 2393.165Germany Berlin 1.5 MB 7.5 MB 17.3 MB 0.4363 0.4945 0.5699 4.795 34.692 152.680Germany Freiberg 1.3 MB 3.6 MB 5.8 MB 0.3582 0.2565 0.2011 3.624 11.240 23.099Germany Gelsenkirchen 813.2 KB 3.2 MB 6.4 MB 0.1921 0.1932 0.1911 2.752 9.851 26.262Germany Heidelberg 1.7 MB 4.1 MB 8.8 MB 0.4230 0.2542 0.2845 5.224 14.219 48.501Germany Karlsruhe 1.6 MB 9.1 MB 21.8 MB 0.4671 0.6202 0.7454 5.499 56.327 267.210Germany Meunster 997.6 KB 3.9 MB 7.5 MB 0.2628 0.2690 0.2648 3.098 11.900 32.503Germany Munich 3.5 MB 10.3 MB 20.2 MB 0.8931 0.6823 0.6729 10.366 55.381 188.891Germany Ruhr 3.9 MB 13.4 MB 28.8 MB 1.1000 0.9042 0.9680 12.798 87.563 366.460Germany Stuttgart 3 MB 10.1 MB 20.4 MB 0.7924 0.7245 0.7420 8.615 57.002 208.224Greece Athens 499.3 KB 2.1 MB 4 MB 0.1523 0.1567 0.1454 2.281 6.417 14.072Greece Thessaloniki 247.7 KB 794.9 KB 1.6 MB 0.0600 0.0524 0.0548 1.884 2.902 4.765Hungary Budapest 817.7 KB 2.2 MB 4.6 MB 0.2151 0.1448 0.1494 2.826 6.170 15.291Hungary Debrecen 115.8 KB 535.1 KB 1010.9 KB 0.0357 0.0400 0.0372 1.680 2.332 3.406Iceland Reykjavik 1.8 MB 11.6 MB 19.6 MB 0.4113 0.6792 0.5622 5.134 62.799 158.789Ireland Dublin 1 MB 3.8 MB 7.8 MB 0.2672 0.2783 0.2961 3.057 11.029 32.970Ireland Maynooth 2.5 MB 3.6 MB 4.1 MB 0.7205 0.2521 0.1392 7.815 12.383 14.590Italia Milano 2.1 MB 7 MB 13.6 MB 0.5839 0.4532 0.4383 6.552 33.647 106.633Italia Piacenza 338.4 KB 950.1 KB 1.4 MB 0.1036 0.0701 0.0532 1.974 3.249 4.568Italia Roma 1.1 MB 8.8 MB 17.4 MB 0.2821 0.5183 0.5276 3.326 51.082 168.381Italy Naples 237.7 KB 703.4 KB 1.4 MB 0.0667 0.0482 0.0503 1.969 2.789 4.533Latvia Riga 1.4 MB 3.8 MB 6 MB 0.3809 0.2528 0.1962 4.191 12.576 23.951Northern Ireland Belfast 517.2 KB 1.4 MB 2.4 MB 0.1597 0.1028 0.0911 2.392 4.323 7.588Norway Oslo 2.8 MB 8.5 MB 19 MB 0.8044 0.5819 0.6364 9.150 44.885 186.294Poland Warsaw 1.6 MB 4.6 MB 8.1 MB 0.4020 0.2956 0.2641 4.590 15.082 37.356Portugal Braga 285.1 KB 967.3 KB 1.8 MB 0.0786 0.0691 0.0648 1.978 3.328 5.622Portugal Lisbon 3 MB 6 MB 8.6 MB 1.0134 0.4941 0.3447 10.992 30.733 56.291Romania Bucharest 754.9 KB 1.8 MB 3.4 MB 0.1941 0.1279 0.1179 2.833 5.449 10.756Romania Cluj 514.6 KB 1.1 MB 2.2 MB 0.1237 0.0705 0.0693 2.249 3.452 6.095Russia Moscow 2.6 MB 9.1 MB 17.9 MB 0.7208 0.5936 0.5825 7.814 47.090 154.012Scotland Edinburgh 359.3 KB 3 MB 7.3 MB 0.0968 0.2023 0.2504 2.186 10.057 34.710Slovakia Bratislava 4.2 MB 12 MB 21.8 MB 1.0060 0.7424 0.6961 15.975 86.982 256.446Spain Barcelona 857.5 KB 2.5 MB 4.1 MB 0.2606 0.1756 0.1443 3.178 8.323 15.887Spain Madrid 378.4 KB 1.4 MB 3.5 MB 0.1029 0.0947 0.1191 2.065 4.014 10.100Spain Salamanca 5.3 MB 15.3 MB 21 MB 1.8759 1.3500 0.8863 17.979 100.076 178.914Spain Zaragoza 773.1 KB 2.4 MB 4.5 MB 0.2454 0.1910 0.1737 2.805 6.929 15.522Sweeden Gothenburg 1.4 MB 5.8 MB 11.2 MB 0.4016 0.3991 0.3801 4.516 25.024 77.196Switzerland Zurich 2.7 MB 9.2 MB 17.4 MB 0.8234 0.6811 0.6245 8.454 49.855 152.974TheNetherlands Amsterdam 2.2 MB 6.9 MB 14.4 MB 0.6358 0.4978 0.5042 6.038 28.107 110.876TheNetherlands Eindhoven 1.9 MB 7.6 MB 16 MB 0.5024 0.5241 0.5407 5.872 39.225 142.683TheNetherlands Utrech 2.1 MB 7.8 MB 18.1 MB 0.5502 0.5280 0.6134 6.042 36.679 165.778Turkey Istanbul 576.5 KB 1.8 MB 2.5 MB 0.1637 0.1354 0.0912 2.525 5.783 8.124Ukraine Kiev 1 MB 3.3 MB 5.7 MB 0.2838 0.2307 0.1961 3.480 11.340 24.592United Kingdom Birmingham 2.8 MB 8.7 MB 17.6 MB 0.7101 0.5500 0.5631 7.670 40.944 150.667
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Country City Size 1KM Size 2KM Size 3KM FCM 1KM FCM 2KM FCM 3KM Time 1KM Time 2KM Time 3KMWales Cardiff 1.7 MB 6.1 MB 10.9 MB 0.4261 0.3946 0.3554 5.0390 25.561 67.275
Table 5.2: Experimental analysis results for 58 selected European citiesExamining Table 5.2, we first note that the size of an OSM-XML file greatly increases as the size of the mapped area increases. Debrecen, Hungary which has the smallest 1 Km file size of  115.8 KB, increases in file size to 535.1 KB for 2 Km, and to 1010.9 KB for 3 Km, percentage increases of 362% and 89% respectively. The city with the largest 1 Km file size of 8.8 MB, Paris, France, increases in file size to 35.2 MB, and to the very large file size of 71.9 MB for 3 Km, percentage increases of 300% and 104% respectively.
However, interestingly, the FCM of an OSM-XML file either decreases, or only slightly increases,  as the size of the mapped area increases. Debrecen, Hungary has the smallest FCM of 0.0357 for its 1 Km file. This count increases to 0.0400 for 2 Km, and then decreases to 0.0372 for 3 Km, a percentage increase of 12% and a percentage decrease of 7% respectively. Paris, France,  perhaps unsurprisingly, has the highest FCM for a 1 Km file, at 1.8723. This FCM decreases to  1.8561 for 2 Km, and then increases to 1.8748 for 3 Km, a percentage decrease of 8% and a percentage increase of 1% respectively.
Our examination of these file attributes in relation to both file size and FCM indicates three important points:1. File size generally increases as the grid size of a mapped area increases, irrespective of location. 2. The File Composition Measure of a file generally either decreases, or slightly increases with the grid size of a mapped area, irrespective of location. 
The correlation between file size (in bytes) and FCM is not very strong. This is not particularly  surprising  when  we  consider  how  the  FCM  of  a  file  is  calculated.  FCM  is  a  functional relationship of Nodes and Ways in the file. File size is the total number of bytes in the file. If a  file contains lots of tags – including tags which may not be relevant to OSM-CAT's analysis – these can significantly increase the size of a file. Also, Relations, while we do not consider  them  when  calculating  our  FCM,  could  contain  references  to  hundreds  of  Ways.  Thus, expecting a perfectly monotonically increasing correlation relationship between FCM and file size is probably not realistic. Regardless, this does not affect our analysis.  
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It  is  important  that  the  points  mentioned  above  are  considered  when  assessing  the performance of OSM-CAT. In our opinion, OSM-CAT's efficiency is best assessed by measuring the time taken to process an OSM-XML file  against  our two key metrics:  file  size and File Composition Measure. 
5.2.1 File Sizes & Processing TimesOSM-CAT performed much as expected with regards to file size and processing time, in that  the time taken to process the data in a file increased as the file size increased. Figure 5.2, in which the  file  size  of  each of  our  174 OSM-XML files  is  plotted against  its  corresponding processing time, shows this relationship. We see that, irrespective of the square grid size, the processing time generally increases as the file size increases. Also, we note that  processing time has a strong relationship with file size, but is mostly unaffected by square grid size. For  example, the 1 Km file of Stuttgart, Germany, with a file size of 3 MB, took 8.615 seconds to 
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Figure 5.2: Relationship between OSM-CAT processing time and file size for 1 Km (red), 2 Km 
(blue), and 3 Km (yellow) square grid OSM-XML files
process. The 2 Km file of Edinburgh, Scotland, which also has a file size of 3 MB, took 10.057 seconds to process, just one second longer than the 1 Km Stuttgart file. 
Figure 5.2 also highlights some interesting points with regard to processing time and file size. The large dip on the 1 Km, 2 Km and 3 Km lines is attributed to Copenhagen, Denmark, where file  sizes  of  5.6 MB,  19.1  MB,  and 32.9 MB,  did  not  result  in  the  expected corresponding processing times,  but rather in times of 11.974, 68.712, and 155.715 seconds respectively.  Indeed, other locations with similar file sizes took notably longer to process. For example, the 1 Km file of Prague,  Czech Republic,  which has a smaller 1 Km size of 5 MB, took 17.417  seconds to process, over 5 seconds longer than the 1 Km Copenhagen file. This is interesting, and indicates a possible difference between data volunteered in Copenhagen, and in other locations.  Indeed,  compared  to  the  Prague,  Czech  Republic  OSM-XML  file,  we  find  that although Copenhagen's OSM-XML file is slightly larger, it contains far less OSM primitives in both  its  2  Km and  3  Km files,  but  a  far  larger  number  of  wikipedia  linked  places.  Thus,  Copenhagen's large file size might be due to data other than OSM primitive data which is not relevant  to  OSM-CAT's  analysis,  such  as  irrelevant  tags.  As  OSM-CAT's  analysis  primarily involves  the  processing  of  OSM  primitives,  the  Copenhagen  exceptions  may  indicate  a relationship between processing time, and number of OSM primitives in a file.
5.2.2 Complexity of OSM-XML Data (File Composition Measure)Similar  to  OSM-CAT's  performance  in  relation  to  file  size,  OSM-CAT  performed  much  as expected with regards to processing time and a file's FCM.  Figure 5.3, in which the FCM of each of our 174 OSM-XML files is plotted against its corresponding processing time, shows  this relationship. 
When  the  FCM  of  a  file  increases,  so  too  does  the  processing  time.  However,  unlike  the  relationship between processing time and file size, the relationship between processing time and FCM is slightly more complex. As shown in Figure 5.3, processing time is relative not only to the file's FCM, but also to the square grid size. For example, the 2 Km file of Bratislava, Slovakia, with a FCM of 0.7424, took 86.982 seconds to process.  The 3 Km file of Karlsruhe, Germany, which has a similar FCM of 0.7454, took 267.21 seconds to process. Thus, two files with nearly equal FCMs, but of different square grid sizes, require vastly different processing times. This indicates that the relationship between processing time and FCM is not as strong 
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as that  of  processing time and file  size.  Indeed,  examining the  file  sizes  of  Bratislava and Karlsruhe, we note a large difference, with sizes of 12 MB and 21.8 MB respectively.
Also,  on  the  2  Km line,  we  see  that  both  Helsinki,  Finland,  with  an  FCM  of  0.9445,  and Salamanca, Spain, with an FCM of 1.3500, required similar processing times, with times of  97.225 and 100.076 seconds respectively. This is surprising, as two OSM-XML files with very different  FCMs,  are  processed  in  times  which  differ  only  slightly.  Examining  the  detailed reports of each, we see that the number of changesets in each file differs greatly, with counts of 2686 for Helsinki, and 632 for Salamanca. Thus, although the Salamanca file has a higher FCM than the Helsinki file,  its  low changeset  count may be resulting in a processing time similar to that of Helsinki. This is plausible, as OSM-CAT's analysis involves the processing of changeset  data.  This  may indicate a possible correlation between processing time and the changeset count of a file. Furthermore, the notable dip in the 3 Km line can also be attributed 52
Figure 5.3: Relationship between Processing Time and File Composition Measure for 1 Km 
(red), 2 Km (blue), and 3 Km (yellow) square grid OSM-XML files
to Salamanca's low changeset count, again indicating a correlation between processing time and changeset count.
5.2.3 Validity and Completeness of Analysis DataAs per our project goals, the correctness and validity of the analysis data produced by OSM-CAT needs to be examined.  A key feature of  our application is  the  ability  to analyse  map feature tag validity. OSM-CAT examines each tag's key-value pair, and checks whether or not the pair is included in the validtags.xml file. If it is not, it is processed as invalid, and the invalid key-value pair is stored. OSM-CAT then generates an invalidtagvalues.csv file, outputting each of these key-value pairs.  This allows users to examine all  the invalid feature tag key-value pairs for an analysed OSM-XML file. 
In our opinion, in order to successfully achieve our project goals, OSM-CAT should consistently produce  correct  analysis  data.  As  a  measure  of  whether  or  not  OSM-CAT is  doing so,  we examine OSM-CAT's analysis of feature tag validity. OSM-CAT should only flag a tag key-value pair as invalid, if it is indeed invalid. Thus, for each of our 174 test corpus OSM-XML files, we checked each individual  invalidtagvalues.csv file against the  validtags.xml file. We found that OSM-CAT had correctly flagged and output to the invalidtagvalues.csv file only those key-value pairs which were not included in the validtags.xml file. 
Moreover,  we also  examine the  completeness  of  the  output  produced.  OSM-CAT created a directory for each of the 174 OSM-XML files during our experimental analysis. Each directory was inspected, and we found that all expected files and charts were produced for each OSM-XML file. Each contained a directory of 13  chart JPEG images, a PDF report, an invalid tags report CSV file, and an error report LOG file. Next, the charts and reports were inspected for each of the 174 files. We found that all charts and reports were created successfully, and all  contained  valid  analysis  data.  We  considered  analysis  data  valid  if  it  corresponded  to commonly expected output. Thus, we ensured no negative counts, no skewed charts, and no illegible data.
Overall, in our opinion, the results of our experimental analysis are promising. They reveal  OSM-CAT's efficient processing of OSM-XML files, relative to both file size, and file complexity. No problems were encountered during our large scale experimental analysis, and OSM-CAT 
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processed all files in the test corpus without producing any erroneous results, and without any unexpected exceptions. Any unexpected file contents, such as missing Contributor names or ids14, were handled effectively, and all analysis reports produced were valid, and contained all elements specified by the user. 
Additionally, to allow for a deeper understanding of the experimental analysis carried out in this  section,  and of OSM-CAT's analysis  capabilities,  we have made available the OSM-CAT analysis reports for a selection of  European cities.  Rather than unnecessarily lengthen the appendix section of the thesis, we have made these reports available for download. These PDF reports, along with the Invalid Tags CSV reports, are available on our web server [44].
In  this  section  we  presented  our  experimental  analysis  of  OSM-CAT.  In  Section  5.1,  we provided  an  overview  of  the  experimental  setup  for  this  analysis,  and  we  discussed  the process of selecting our OSM-XML test corpus in Section 5.1.2. In Section 5.2, the results from  our experimental analysis of OSM-CAT were detailed. With our proposed goals in mind, this analysis  focused  on  both  the  efficiency  of  execution  in  relation  to  arbitrarily-sized,  and arbitrarily-complex, files, and on the correctness and completeness of the produced analysis data.  However, although we are very satisfied with OSM-CAT's performance overall, there is room for improvement, and indeed more work could be done to further develop OSM-CAT. We discuss our work, along with possible improvements to OSM-CAT, and potential for further development, in Section 6.
14 OpenStreetMap originally permitted anonymous edits, meaning edits with no form of attribution identifying a contributor.  This was phased out completely in 2009. 54
6. ConclusionIn  this  paper,  we  presented  OSM-CAT,  introducing  a  new,  open-source  application  for performing contributor related analysis of OpenStreetMap XML data. We believe that through OSM-CAT's custom XML selective parsing technique, its intuitive graphical user interface, and its  implementation  of  best  practice,  object-oriented,  software  development  practices,  the analysis of OSM-XML data is  made considerably easier.  Additionally,  we recognise that  the automated analysis methods of OSM-CAT can be further enhanced and extended. In Section 6.1, we present a critical analysis of our work, and in Section 6.2, we discuss possible future  work.
6.1 Critical AnalysisIn Sections 2.1 and 2.2, we investigated how XML data can be automatically processed using either of two Java parsing APIs – SAX and DOM. We discussed the differences between the two APIs, and we performed experimental analysis to decide which API was best suited to the task of  processing  arbitrarily-sized,  and  arbitrarily-complex  OSM-XML  data  files.  Our  analysis indicated  that  SAX  was  the  most  efficient  parsing  API  for  this  task,  and  in  Section  3,  we presented our software design, which adapted SAX, allowing us to build a custom, selective OSM-XML parser. This parser is the central processing module of OSM-CAT, and performs the bulk of the computations and analysis. In Section 4 the implementation of our custom parser  was discussed.
Section 5 presented the experimental  analysis  of  OSM-CAT.  Keeping the focus on our first  project goal – producing a tool which efficiently processes arbitrarily-sized, and arbitrarily-complex OSM-XML files, producing correct, valid analysis data. – we evaluated OSM-CAT by performing  a  full  analysis  on  a  test  corpus  of  174  OSM-XML files,  and  we  measured  the processing time against both the file size, and File Composition Measure (FCM), of each OSM-XML file. We also examined the correctness and completeness of the analysis data produced by OSM-CAT. 
As discussed in Section 2.2, file size is a major issue when processing XML based data. In our  opinion, the results of our experimental analysis confirm this. Our first proposed project goal specified an efficient data analysis application, and although, in our opinion, OSM-CAT 55
performs very well overall, its performance could be improved upon. To measure OSM-CAT's efficiency, we measured the processing time required for a full analysis of each of our 174 OSM-XML files. Now, using the analysis we performed on the SAX and DOM APIs in Section 2.2,  we compare our initial goals with the final implementation. Figure 6.1 shows both the initial test analysis using SAX and DOM, and the results of OSM-CAT's analysis, both in relation to file  size.
For our implementation, we chose SAX , as our initial investigation showed it to be an efficient  parsing API. Indeed, our initial experiments demonstrated a parsing time of OSM-XML files faster  than  that  of  DOM.  As  shown  in  Figure  6.1,  our  test  SAX  parser  processing  time demonstrated  little  growth with  respect  to  file  size.  Therefore,  we had  intended  that  our implemented design would display similar growth, but as Figure 6.1 shows, the growth rate of OSM-CAT's processing with respect to file size is greater than that of our test SAX parser.
However, it must be noted that our test SAX parser was processing only the contributor names and Ids associated with OSM primitives, whereas OSM-CAT is much more than a simple OSM-XML parser, as it performs a detailed analysis of almost all the spatial data contained in an  OSM-XML file. Also, OSM-CAT is performing a lot of time-consuming and resource expensive I/O  operations  [45],  creating  numerous  files  of  varying  types.  These  factors  need  to  be 
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Figure 6.1: SAX & DOM basic processing compared to OSM-CAT full analysis processing
considered when analysing OSM-CAT's performance.
To further inspect OSM-CAT's performance, we need to consider the second major problem associated with processing OSM-XML data,  that  is,  efficiently processing OSM-XML files  of varying, arbitrary FCMs. As stated, we calculated a file's FCM based on the number of Nodes and Ways in the file. As the number of Nodes and Ways in a file increases, so too does the complexity.  In  Section  2.2.2,  we  calculated  the  complexity  of  the  1  Km OSM-XML  files  of  Debrecen, Dublin, Munich, and Paris. Also, using our simple SAX parser from Section 2.2.1, the times required for basic processing of these files was measured. Then, in Section 5, the times required  for  a  full  analysis  using  OSM-CAT  for  each  of  the  files  was  measured.  Now,  we compare the times required for basic processing with the times required for full,  OSM-CAT analysis. Table 6.1 shows this comparison.File (1 Km) Size File  Composition Measure (FCM)  Time  –  Basic (Seconds) Time  –  Full (Seconds)Debrecen, Hungary 115.8 KB 0.0357 0.113 1.680Dublin, Ireland 1.0 MB 0.2672 0.320 3.057Munich, Germany 3.5 MB 0.8931 0.540 10.366Paris, France 8.8 MB 1.8723 1.206 43.186
Table 6.1: Comparison between processing times for basic and full analysis of selected 1 Km 
OSM-XML filesAs shown, moving from basic processing of user names and Ids, to full processing of almost all  the spatial data contained in a file, results in a longer processing time, irrespective of the file's  FCM. Also, examining Figure 5.3,  we note that although the processing time does increase with full OSM-CAT analysis, regardless of the FCM, the increases are greater for files of larger  grid size.  As larger grid sizes generally correspond to larger file  sizes,  this may indicate a stronger relationship between processing time and file size, than the relationship between processing time and FCM. 
However,  although full  OSM-CAT analysis  does require longer  processing times than basic analysis, for files of any FCM, it must again be remembered that our test SAX parser performed extremely simply processing, compared to the detailed analysis carried out by OSM-CAT. In our opinion, OSM-CAT does efficiently process OSM-XML files of varying FCM, or complexity.  Indeed,  Figure  5.3  shows  that  increases  in  processing  times  were  gradual  in  relation  to 
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increases  in  FCM.  Processing  times  which  might  be  considered  unreasonable  were  only encountered with the largest of our OSM-XML files, such as the 3 Km Paris, France file.
Additionally,  in our analysis  of  OSM-CAT's performance,  we examined the correctness and completeness of the analysis data produced. We found that OSM-CAT produced 100% correct analysis data across all 174 test corpus files, in relation to identifying invalid feature tag key-value pairs. This is exactly what we had intended, as, in our opinion, anything less than 100%  correctness would be unacceptable. Also, we examined the output produced for all 174 OSM-XML files in terms of completeness, checking that each report and directory contained the analysis  elements specified by the  user.  Again,  we found that  OSM-CAT had performed as intended,  producing  the  complete,  correct  report  set  across  each  of  the  174  files.  These measures of correctness and completeness indicate the quality and consistency of OSM-CAT.
Furthermore, to truly draw conclusions on OSM-CAT, we also need to consider the second of our proposed goals – presenting users with a detailed, useful analysis of many aspects of OSM in the given mapped area.  To examine the usefulness of our reports,  we again look at the literature-based related work discussed in Section 2.3.1. 
Girres and Touya  [10] examined the quality of the French OSM dataset. They analysed the dataset using a selection of quality metrics, one of which is attribute accuracy. This involved the detailed analysis of tags.  Such  analysis can be performed quite easily using OSM-CAT,  without the need for extensive knowledge of OSM features and tags. However, more detailed analysis  regarding  tags,  such  as  examining  the  correlation  between  the  number  of contributors in an area, and the accuracy of tag values, could be provided by OSM-CAT, and will be noted as possible future work.
Flanagin and Metzger  [16] examined VGI with regard to its “quality,  reliability, and overall value”.  They  analysed  the  credibility  of  VGI,  and  suggested  that  credibility  is  inherently difficult to measure with this method of information gathering. In our opinion, that credibility could be measured, in part, using OSM-CAT. Two of OSM-CAT's optional processing options, Tag Validity and Polygon Validity,  directly pertain to credibility metrics,  and provide some automated analysis of the quality and reliability of OSM data. Therefore, we believe that OSM-CAT's measuring of the quality and reliability of VGI is adequate and useful. 
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Mooney and Corcoran [7] investigated the annotating, or tagging, of spatial objects from the OSM databases. Overall,  they concluded that “there are issues in how contributors tag and annotate spatial features in OSM”, and that these issues need to be addressed “before OSM can be considered for use in serious geomatics applications”. Again, we believe that OSM-CAT can contribute,  as  it  provides  detailed  analysis  of  map  features  and  their  corresponding  tag validity. 
Moreover, Mooney, Corcoran et al. [11] investigated OSM data to develop measures of quality for OSM which operate in an unsupervised manner, and concluded that “the GIS community will require strong evidence of the quality of OSM data”, and that “OSM specific metrics are  required”. In our opinion, the methods of experimental analysis presented in this paper could be made considerably easier with OSM-CAT's use. Particularly, the information generated by OSM-CAT  regarding  polygon  and  tag  validity  could  be  used  to  provide  a  more  detailed investigation of OSM quality metrics.
M.Over et al. [8] reviewed the suitability and quality of available data. They concluded that the suitability  of  OSM  data  must  be  further  investigated,  “due  to  the  pronounced  regional differences in the quality of the dataset”. The quality of OSM data is again a central topic, and again,  in our opinion, OSM-CAT's analysis directly pertains to this issue,  and could greatly benefit such investigations.
Overall, we are very satisfied with OSM-CAT's performance. We acknowledge that there were a few files in our test corpus which caused OSM-CAT to require, what we have deemed to be, a  very  long  time  to  process.  However,  for  the  most  part  OSM-CAT  processed  files  in  very acceptable times,  some very quickly indeed.  OSM-CAT produces correct,  complete analysis data.  It  completely  abstracts  the  details  of  OSM-XML  from  the  user,  and  in  our  opinion, presents them with a detailed, useful analysis of many aspects of OSM data.  Also, as per our proposal, OSM-CAT performs all of its analysis without the need for a database. 
We also conclude that there is room for improvement. In particular, we acknowledge the need for analysis data of greater detail, and admit that our application could produce richer, more  substantial  reports,  given  the  vast  amount  of  data  processed  from  an  OSM-XML  file.  We discuss future work, and possible improvements, in Section 6.2.
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6.2 Future WorkIn  this  section,  we  discuss  future  work that  we  believe  would  improve  upon the  current version of OSM-CAT.
6.2.1 PerformanceA  key  concern  with  the  current  version  of  OSM-CAT  is  its  performance  in  relation  to processing times.  As discussed in Section 6.1,  although OSM-CAT processed OSM-XML files quite efficiently, in our opinion, there is much room for improvement in this area. As software  in general is  often refactored and refined long after the completion of its first release,  we  believe that OSM-CAT could also greatly benefit from refactoring. Indeed, we would hope that future  work  would  concentrate  on  improving  OSM-CAT's  performance,  making  it  a  more efficient application. Such work might involve improving OSM-CAT's processing time growth rate, bringing it more in line with that of our SAX test parser, discussed in 2.2.
6.2.2 Web-based & Mobile ComputingCurrently  OSM-CAT  is  desktop-based  software.  Future  work  will  look  to  extend  the functionality to a web-based version of OSM-CAT. This would also provide the possibility of  providing a 'Web Map' interface for geographical area selection. Users might also be offered functionality to upload old versions of OSM-XML data where the changes in contributions over  time can be compared with the current snapshot of the OSM data for that location.  In the future  we  also  intend  to  deploy  OSM-CAT  as  a  mobile  Android15 application,  capable  of downloading OSM-XML for the current location of the mobile device and performing analysis of that area in real-time.
6.2.3 More Detailed AnalysisA conclusion that we arrived at numerous times in Section 6.1 concerned the detail of the  analysis produced by OSM-CAT. When examining the usefulness of our tool in relation to the related work discussed in Section 2.3.1, we found that although OSM-CAT provided a good level of detailed analysis, there is room for improvement. OSM-CAT could be further extended to produce analysis  reports of greater detail.  As we discussed,  a major area of concern in relation to the OSM dataset is the validity and quality of its data. Studies into data validity and quality could greatly benefit from an application which provided extensive analysis reports.
15 Android is an operating system for mobile devices, such as smartphones.60
6.2.4 New & Innovative Uses of InformationOne  possible  future  work  extension  might  involve  producing  innovative  visualisations  or graphics, using OSM-CAT's analysis information. An example of such an innovative use of OSM data is shown in Figure 6.2. This is the work of an influential OSM mapper, Martijn van Exel  [46]. He produces a 'Data Temperature' for OSM data. Basically, this involves colouring a map based on version number and date of last edit, per map feature. A map is then either 'hot' – very heavily edited recently, or 'cold' – not so recently edited, over all features. The data used to produce Martjin's map is easily calculated using OSM-CAT. Therefore producing similar map visualizations might be a possible future extension to OSM-CAT. 
6.2.5 Improved User InterfaceA key component of OSM-CAT is its GUI. It is essential that this GUI presents the user with a functional  and  intuitive  interface.  In  our  opinion,  OSM-CAT  provides  such  an  interface.  However,  we  also  believe  that  more  elements  could  be  incorporated  into  the  GUI.  At  the moment, OSM-CAT allows users to specify a mapped area to analyse by either selecting the OSM-XML file, or by entering latitude and longitude coordinates.  One focus of future work might be to provide the user with a map interface. Using a map interface, users could navigate the Earth's geography, panning and zooming to specify their desired location for OSM-CAT analysis.  Such  an  interface  might  look  like  Figure 6.3,  which  shows  the  Potlatch  2  [40] application.
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Figure 6.2: Martijn van Exel's Data Temperature Visualisation
In Section 6, we presented a critical analysis of OSM-CAT's performance. We concluded that,  although we are more than satisfied with its performance, there is room for improvement. We identified specific areas, such as processing time, and the detail of analysis data produced, where improvement is required. In Section 6.2, we presented an overview of the work which both we, and hopefully others, will contribute to implementing in future versions of OSM-CAT. This work will seek to both address the issues discussed in Section 6.1, and to build on the  current features of OSM-CAT.
Finally, to encourage future development,  OSM-CAT, and its full source code, has been made available on the World-Wide Web as a  free and open-source software project  [44]. Also, we have prepared a  short  Eclipse  Development  Setup Guide,  shown in  Appendix E,  to  assist potential  developers  of  OSM-CAT. We  do  so  with  the  intention  of  ensuring  OSM-CAT's continued improvement and development.
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Figure 6.3: Potlatch 2 map interface
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Appendix A: UML Class Diagrams
A.1: OSM-CAT UML Class Diagram
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Diagram A.1: Complete OSM-CAT UML Class Diagram
A.2: I/O Module UML Class Diagram
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Diagram A.2: Complete I/O module UML Class Diagram
A.3: Data and MapElements Modules UML Class Diagram
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Diagram A.3: Complete Data and MapElements modules UML Class Diagram
A.4: GUI Module UML Class Diagram
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Diagram A.4: Complete GUI module UML Class Diagram
A.5: Utilities Module UML Class Diagram
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Diagram A.5: Complete Utilities module UML Class Diagram
Appendix B: Java Code
B.1: iText PDF Chapter Creation 
B.2: HTML Generator Section Creation
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Code B.1: Creation of PDF chapter using iText
Code B.2: Creation of HTML section using HTML Generator
B.3: JFreeChart Chart Creation
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Code B.3: Creation of chart  using JFreeChart 
B.4: Comparator Implementation and Use
Code B.4: Comparator implementation and use
Appendix C: Figures
C.1: Sub-section of Default XML Valid Tags File
Figure C.1: Sub-section of  default XML valid tag file, validtags.xml
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Appendix D: OSM-CAT Graphical User Interface 
OverviewThe following is a complete overview of OSM-CAT's GUI. 'Greyed-out' buttons/text indicate disabled components. 
Figure D.2: OSM-CAT application window (No OSM-XML file selected)
Figure D.3: OSM-CAT File menu
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Figure D.1: OSM-CAT logo, displayed when the application  is launched
Figure D.5: OSM-CAT Output menu
Figure D.6: OSM-CAT Reports menu
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Figure D.4: OSM-CAT Processing menu
Figure D.7: OSM-CAT Settings menu
Figure D.8: OSM-CAT application window (OSM-XML file selected)
Figure D.9: OSM-CAT application window (Analysis Finished)
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Figure D.10: Latitude & Longitude entry window (Showing default values)
Figure D.11: Configure Proxy entry window 
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Appendix E: Eclipse Development Setup GuideThe following is a short guide designed to help potential developers set up their environment, in preparation for developing OSM-CAT. The complete source code, and all required libraries can be downloaded from our web server [44].
1. Download and install the Eclipse Integrated Development Environment (IDE) [47].2. Download  and  install  the  Apache  Maven  [48] software  project  management  and comprehension tool. Consult the Maven Setup guide for correct setup instructions.3. Download the OSM-CAT source code directory from our web server.4. Open Eclipse and import an Existing Maven Project; 
◦ File->Import->Maven->Existing Maven Project5. Download the Required Libraries from our web server.6. Setup the project Build Path
◦ In Eclipse, right-click the project directory in the Package Explorer
◦ Build Path->Configure Build Path
◦ In the Properties window, open the Libraries tab







◦ Still in the Libraries tab, click  Add Class Folder, and add the following directories from the OSM-CAT project directory
▪ externalclasses
▪ resources
Upon completing the above steps, your environment should be configured correctly, and you can now start developing OSM-CAT.
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